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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a comprehensive strategic analysis of Company X's strategies to

mitigate its risks from volatile platinum prices, since Platinum is a critical component of fuel

cells. It is recommended that Company X consider leasing platinum to lower cash flow

requirements to meet its platinum demand over the next 5 years. A shorter platinum leasing

period will reduce Company X's platinum market risk. OEMs can set up metal accounts with

catalyst suppliers to eliminate Company X from platinum transaction, and reduce OEMs'

platinum cost. It is also recommended that Company X avoid recycling platinum for OEMs.

Recommended alternatives are based on the evaluation of the alternatives on the various criteria

for the specific properties of each market. Options are evaluated on a number of criteria

including: platinum value in products and application solutions, product lifetime, end-user type,

average deal size per customer, and catalyst suppliers.
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GLOSSARY

Break Cost

g

kg

MEA

oz

TKK

PGM

With respect to a Lease, an amount equal to the total amount required, to
compensate platinum leasing company for any losses and costs that it may
incur as a result of early termination of the Term of the applicable Lease
(Johnson Matthey Inc., 2007).

Grams

Kilogram

Membrane Electrode Assembly

Ounces troy

Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo is a Japanese company, which involves in
manufacture, research and development of all types of precious metal
industrial products and precious metals bullion in Tokyo.

Platinum Group Metal refers to six closely related metals generally found
together: platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh), ruthenium (Ru),
iridium (Ir) and osmium (Os) (Patrick Chevalier, 2004).
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a comprehensive strategic analysis of Company X's strategies to

mitigate its risks from volatile platinum prices. Platinum is a critical component of the fuel cell

stack products produced by Company X. The major components of the strategic analysis are

situation analysis and solution analysis.

The situation analysis will focus on the external environment that influences the platinum

price range and volatility and Company X's internal controls over platinum, platinum recycling

method, current strategy, and future platinum impact assessment. The solution analysis

component will involve the analysis and evaluation of each strategic alternative in terms of

Company X's strategic goals in the next 5 years.

1.1 Objective

The objective of this strategic analysis is to provide immediate and short-term (5 years)

strategic recommendations for Company X to minimize its risk due to the volatility in platinum

prices. The recommendations will focus on methods to minimize this platinum price risk while at

the same time enhancing product adoption, given the relatively high content of platinum required

in building Company X's fuel cell stack products.

1.2 Purpose

Company X authorized this strategic analysis since platinum is used as a catalyst in fuel

cell stacks, and represents a significant portion of the fuel cell product cost. Volatility in the price

of platinum will impact the production cost of the fuel cell, which directly impacts the Business

cases associated with all Company X fuel cell products.



1.3 Scope

The scope of this strategic analysis includes a situation analysis of external and internal

variables, fulcrum analysis and solution analysis in the following areas:

• Situation Analysis: External Analysis

1. The potential platinum price range during the market adoption phase (through
the next 10 years) of fuel cells based on historical data on supply and demand
of platinum in the market.

2. Interviews with Canadian Government officials to understand their
perspectives on platinum pricing, supply management programs and its impact
on the commercialization of fuel cells.

• Situation Analysis: Internal Analysis

1. Determine the impact of platinum pncmg on the product cost of each
Company X fuel cell product, together with total risk to Company X based on
5-year plan demand volume.

2. Investigate the efficiency of current platinum recycling methods used by
Company X in order to understand the percentage recovery that is currently
being achieved.

3. Evaluate Company X's existing pricing strategies for different products and
determine whether Company X should implement a consistent approach across
product lines with respect to management /recovery of platinum costs.

• Solution Analysis:

1. Identify the range of available strategic alternatives.

2. Evaluate alternative strategies and their potential impacts on a variety of
criteria.

3. Recommend short-term and long-term strategies to mItigate the potential
impact of platinum price volatility considering their effect on business
objectives.
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Company Overview

Company X was founded in 1979 under the name of Company X Research Inc. to

conduct research and development (R&D) in high-energy lithium batteries. In 1983, Company X

began to develop zero-emission proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell (hereinafter, referred

to as fuel cells). In 1989, Company X produced the concept prototype fuel cell. From 1992 to

1994, Company X developed sub-scale and full-scale prototype fuel cell systems to demonstrate

the technology. Today, Company X with its headquarters in Burnaby, BC, Canada, strives to

make fuel cells a commercial reality (Company X Official Website, 2006).

2.2 Company Structure

Company X is a publicly traded company, which is 11.4% owned by Company E and

19% owned by Company F (Company X Corporate Presentation, 2006). Company X operates in

three segments:

• Power Generation;

• Automotive; and,

• Material Products.

The Power Generation business unit engages in the design, development, manufacture,

and sale of fuel cell stacks for Market Segment I, Market Segment 2, and Market Segment 3

applications. The Automotive business unit is a Tier 1 automotive supplier of electric drives for

electric and fuel cell vehicles, and PEM fuel cells for heavy duty and light duty automotive

applications. The Material Product business unit develops, manufactures and sells carbon fibre

3
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products as gas diffusion layers for PEM fuel cells and friction materials for power train

components and automotive transmissions.

2.3 Company Strategy

Company X's strategy is to focus on fuel cell design, development and manufacturing to

attract strong development and funding partnerships; with the ultimate objective of bringing fuel

cell products to a viable commercial market. In the short term, Company X is focusing on Market

Segment I, Market Segment 2, and Market Segment 3; while in the long term, Company X is

focusing on the Market Segments 4 & 5 (see Figure 1). In order to successfully commercialize

fuel cells, Company X will need to address the market demand for low cost, reliability, power

density and durability.

Figure 1 Market Commercialization Timelines Based on Company X Projections

Market Segment 1

Market Segment 2

Market Segment 3

Market Segments 4 & 5

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

pre-commercial, positive
gross margin sales

Source: Company X Corporate Presentation, 2006

• commercial sales

Company X's primary customers are Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and

system integrators who are responsible for manufacturing the commercial or retail products for

sale to end user customers and offering the required support services (e.g. refuelling infrastructure

and maintenance).
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2.4 Fuel Cell Products

A fuel cell is an electro-chemical energy conversion device that combines hydrogen and

oxygen in air to produce electricity. A fuel cell consists of a membrane electrode assembly

(MEA), which is located between the oxidant and fuel flow-field plates. The MEA is made of a

PEM, which is sandwiched between two electrodes, the anode and the cathode. Each of these

electrodes is coated with catalyst layer on one side, which is attached to the PEM. Platinum is

used as a catalyst in fuel cells to initiate the separation of hydrogen into protons (hydrogen ions)

and electrons. The protons travel through the PEM while the electrons are conducted as electric

current through the external circuit from the anode to the cathode. At the cathode, electrons from

the external circuit and protons, which have passed through the membrane combine with oxygen

to form water and heat (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 A Fuel Cell Configuration

Source: Fuel Cell Technology, 2005
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Fuel cells can operate continuously as long as hydrogen fuel is available and are well

known for their efficient and high energy conversion and their zero-emission properties. Heat and

water are the only by-products.

Company X's current portfolio of fuel cell products is scaleable from IkW to 150kW to

address diverse markets' needs. Company X's current fuel cell product-customer matrix is shown

in Table I.

Table 1 Product-Customer Matrix for Company X Fuel Cell Products

Market Market Segment I Market Market Segment 3 Market Segments
Segment

2 4&5

Lead Company Company TBD Company Company Company Company
Customer A B C D E F

Product I Product Product 3 Product 4 &
Product 2 Product 5

Power < 21 kilowatts <5 I kilowatt < 150 kilowatts
Level kilowatts

Source: Company X Corporate Presentation, 2006.

2.5 Potential Impact of Platinum Price Fluctuations

Platinum is the preferred catalyst for fuel cells with the current technology. In last 5

years, the price of platinum has increased by approximately 200% from US$453 per oz to

US$I,355 per oz (see Figure 3). In 2006, the platinum price fluctuated between US$997 and

US$I,355 per oz. Although there are projects in the fuel cell industry with the objective of

developing substitutes to replace platinum as a catalyst, it is expected that their development will

take at least another 10 years to complete.
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Figure 3 Platinum Monthly Average Price per oz for 5 Year

5 Year Platinum Monthly Average Price ($USD)
Feb 2002 to Feb 2007

Data Source: http://www.platlnum.matthev.com/prlces/prlce_charts.html

GI
v 1400.;:
ll. 1300
E i-Year Low
::I 1200 $USD997.00
C on Feb 16,06:w 1100
III
ii: 1000
>- 900 5-Year Low:c $USD453.00... 800c on Feb 05,02 5-Year High0
~ 700 $USD1355.00
GI 600

on Nov 21,06
CI
III.. 500GI
> 400 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 07<

)1>~ 9' ,s 06- )1>~ 9' ,s 06- )1>~ 9' ,s 06- )1>~ 9' )-S- 06- )1>~ 9' ,s 06- )1>~'?' ') '?' ') '?' ') '?' '?' ')

Source: John Matthey, Feb 2007.

Currently, Company X does not have any strategy to protect itself from the volatility and

potential increase in the price of platinum. The volatility in the price of platinum will directly

impact the Business case for each of Company X's fuel cell products and the overall strategy of

the company. For example, if the platinum price fluctuates between US$900 per OZI and

US$1 ,500 per OZ, the platinum cost for the Product 5 can vary between US$7,021 and US$II,701

per unit (see Table 2).

1 I oz =3I . I g.
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Table 2 Platinum Content by Product Based on Design Quantity

Total Weight Platinum Value in Product ($USD)

Market Segment ofPt (g) @$USD900/ozPt @$USDl,SOO/oz Pt

Market 1 9 $260 $434

Market 2 5 $145 $241

Market 3 5 $145 $241

Market 4 250 $7,235 $12,058

Market 5 70 $2,026 $3,376

Source: Company X Corporate Planning Department, 2006.

2.5.1 Short-Term Impact on Company X's Business Case

As Company X's short-term strategy is to focus on Market Segment 1, Market Segment 2

and Market Segment 3, a single variable sensitivity analysis was done on Product 3 to

demonstrate the potential short-term impact of platinum price volatility on Company X's

Business. on. This sensitivity analysis was done with a product cost of US$I,400 (base cost) and

platinum price of US$950 per oz. Based on this analysis, platinum is the largest cost driver for

the Product 3 cost target in 2007 (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Sensitivity Study for Product 3 Cost in 2007

Product 3 - Variable Cost
Sensitivity at 15,OOO-units/year

-$80 -$60 -$40 -$20 $- $20 $40 $60 $80 $100

PI (per troz)

M errtlrcnl Utilisation

(~

Ano Catalyst
Utilisation (~

$500

94%

82%

$1,450

80%

34%

CFP Utilisation (~

Merrtlrcnl (per 111"2)

Cat Catalyst Utilisation

(~

Anode Processil'YJ (per
gram)

CFP (per 111"2)

83%

$280

82%

$4.25

34%

Price Increase

• Price Decrease

Source: Company X Cost Engineering Department, 2006

2.5.2 Long-Term Impact on Company X's Business Case

As Company X's long-term strategy is to focus on Market Segment 5, which has a much

higher platinum content in each fuel cell stack than that in Product 3, the volatility of platinum

prices potentially has a greater impact on Company X's Business case. A single variable

sensitivity analysis was performed to determine which variable would be the primary cost driver

for Product 5 after 2014. It was determined that total platinum loading and platinum material cost

are the largest cost drivers for Product 5 (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Sensitivity Study for Product 5 Cost after 2014

Product Cost (US$/kWnet)
Based on 500,000 stack/year

Total Pt Loading

Platinum material
cost

Current density at
rated power

GDL Price

Plate Assembly
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Plate Material Design
Utilization

MEA Material Design
Utilization

Membrane price

Seal Material

20 25

0.1

30

10

35
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Source: Company X Technology Planning Department, 2006.
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3 SITUATION ANALYSIS

This situation analysis describes, analyzes and evaluates the current situation and

attempts to forecast how it will evolve in the absence of strategic change by Company X.

3.1 External Analysis

The purpose of the external analysis is to determine the potential platinum price

sensitivity range during the market adoption phase of fuel cells based on historical data of

platinum supply and demand. The external analysis will also discuss the Canadian Government's

perspectives on platinum pricing and supply management programs and its impact on the

commercialisation of fuel cells.

3.1.1 Platinum Price & Future Market

Based on the historical average market price for platinum from Jan 2000 to Feb 2007 (see

Appendix A), a distribution of monthly platinum price change is generated (see Figure 6). The

month-to-month average platinum price change over the last 6 years increased 1.28% with a

standard deviation of 4%. During this period, the maximum month-to-month average platinum

price increase was 17.6% (in Feb 2000, which went from U5$443 per oz to U5$521 per oz). The

maximum month-to-month average platinum price decrease was 15% (in Aug 200 I, from

U5$534 per oz to U5$454 per oz).

11



Figure 6 Histogram of Average Monthly Platinum Price Change

Histogram of Average Monthly Platinum Price Change
between Jan 2000 and Feb 2007

20

>-g 15
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::::l
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Bin

Ic::.J Frequency -- Cumulative % I

Data Source: Johnson Matthey, 2007
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60.00%

40.00%
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The sharp increase in the flow of investment in the platinum market during the second

half of 2005 was partly caused by the weakening US dollar and Japanese yen, which heightened

the interest in commodities investment. In addition, the supply of several metals struggled to

keep up with the growth in the demand Platinum demand has exceeded supply for the past 6

years in a row, which was the biggest contributing factor to the increasing price of platinum (see

Table 3).

Between 2000 and 2003, the mine expansions did not meet published company goals.

The strong South African rand inhibited new capital investment in platinum mines (Reuters,

2003). In addition, the oversupply of palladium and other Platinum Group Metal (PGM) by-

products reduced the platinum mining companies' margins (Ken Gooding, 2003).

12



Table 3 Platinum Supply, Demand and Movements in Stocks

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Total Supply (kg) 164,519 182,246 185,667 192,820 201,839 206,193

Total Demand (kg) 176,648 193,753 201,217 203,083 203,394 208,370

Movements in
Stocks (kg) - 12,129 - 11,507 - 15,550 - 10,263 - 1,555 - 2,177

Source: Tom Kendall, 2006

In 2005, platinum demand reached 208,370kg while the supply for platinum was only

206,193kg. Once again the platinum demand in 2005 exceeded supply. Platinum is required in

many applications such as: autocatalyst, jewellery, industrial and others. Platinum used as

autocatalysts increased by 9% in 2005 to 118,802kg due to a strong demand for catalysed soot

filters (CSF) for diesel vehicles and light duty vehicles.. This increase in demand was caused by

the more stringent emissions controls on diesel vehicles combined with growing market

penetration of diesel vehicles in Europe, and the anticipated increase for bus applications due to

the economic recovery (TIAX LLC, 2003). For industrial usage, platinum demand also increased

by 9% to 53,092kg. The increase in the industrial demand for platinum was caused by the use of

platinum in hard disks, the growth of LCD glass manufacturing capacity, and the increased

consumption in the oil refining industries. However, platinum demand for jewellery

manufacturing dropped by more than 9% to 60,956kg because of the declining demand for

jewellery in China, Japan and North America (Tom Kendall, 2006).

With a bull market in the commodities sector, and the US dollar expected to be

continuously weak this year, the platinum market has further upside potential. With the record

high platinum price of US$I ,355 per oz on November 21, 2006 and the consistent annual growth

of user demand in autocatalysts and industrial applications, US$I ,500 per oz has been selected as

the upper limit of the sensitivity study. Although the downside of platinum price is predicted to

be limited to US$I,025 per oz (Tom Kendall, 2006), the negative movement in the price of

13



platinum has been significantly reduced. If the supply growth can catch up with the demand

growth, platinum may decrease in price; therefore, US$900 per oz is selected as the lower limit of

the sensitivity study in order to ensure consistency with TIAX2 work done for Company X.

3.1.2 Government's Perspective on Platinum Impact

The Canadian Government has been supportive of the fuel cell industry and provided

funding to encourage the commercialisation of the fuel cell technology. As platinum is one of the

key components for fuel cell operation, an increasing platinum price will potentially prevent fuel

cells from reaching commericalization due to the issue of cost. For 2006, the Canadian

government had an annual budget of CAD$3 mill ion for supporting fundamental fuel cell

development projects though Industry Canada and National Research Council (NRC). Although

the Canadian Government has set up clearing houses or marketing boards to support other

industries, there is no plan to set these up for the platinum industry.

During 2005, North America only contributed to 5.4% of the world's platinum supply, of

which, Canada was responsible for approximately 80% (or 11,196kg of platinum) of the North

American contribution. (Tom Kendall, 2006). This volume of platinum was insufficient for

setting up a proper clearing-house or marketing board to provide any benefit to the fuel cell

industry. While there is no clearing-house or marketing board, the Canadian Government did

provide some small funding for platinum recovery (from autocatalys) projects. However, no such

program or funding was provided for fuel cell applications.

The Canadian Government has also provided limited funding to encourage companies to

develop substitutes for platinum catalysts used for fuel cell applications. While encouraging for

the fuel cell industry, the development of platinum substitutes is still in it early stages and there

2 TIAX is a collaborative R&D company, which helps its clients accelerate their innovation.
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are no guarantees for success. Overall, there is no long-term plan by government to support the

fuel cell industry or recover platinum from fuel cell stacks (Aaron Hoskin, 2006).

3.2 Internal Analysis

The purpose of the internal analysis is to analyse Company X's Business case, platinum

recycling methods and current platinum related strategy. The analysis of Company X's Business

case is based on Company X's 5-year business plan, Company X's annual platinum demand, and

the projected impact of platinum prices on Company X operations from 2007 to 2011.

3.2.1 Company X's Business Case Analysis: Platinum Risk Exposure

Company X's forecast product demand and associated platinum demand with the

platinum price volatility to estimate the exposure of Company X to changes in platinum price and

product demand will be discussed in this section. This is followed by the investigation of

exposure related to platinum recycled from sales and production.

Company Xs' short-term strategy focuses on Market Segment I, Market Segment 2 and

Market Segment 3. Company Xs long-term strategy focuses on Market Segment 5 after 2012.

Based on Company X's 5-year Business plan, most of the sales volume will come from the

Market Segment I and Market Segment 3. The sales volume of fuel cell stacks in Market

Segment I is expected to at least double starting in 2007. For Market Segment 2, the sales

volume is expected to increase by 5 times from 2008 to 2009. The sales volume of Market

Segment 3 stacks is projected to increase by approximately 20 times from 2008 to 20 I I.

For Market Segment 5, the annual sales volume is projected to be 100 to 200 stacks from

2009 to 2011. Market Segment 4 will have an annual sales volume of less than 20 stacks between

2009 and 20 II. As Company X projects to have significant market demand for various products
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in several markets, the platinum price volatility and increasing price trend in the platinum market

will have significant impact on Company X's Business case.

Company X has several product lines to serve the demand in five different markets. The

scalability of Company X's fuel cell stacks enables Company X to offer twenty-three, different,

fuel cell products to its customers (OEMs or system integrators). Due to the different unit cell

design and cell count, the amount of platinum in each fuel cell stack design varies significant

from approximately Ig per stack for Product 2 to SOOg per stack for Product 4. The total

platinum amount in each stack is calculated using Equation I.

Equation 1 Platinum Amount Calculation in a Fuel Cell Stack

Cell Count x Flush Cut MEA Area x Total Pt Loading per MEA =Pt Amount in a Stack

Based on the results from the external analysis, the platinum price sensitivity range

selected for this analysis was between US$900 per oz and US$I ,500 per oz (see section 3.1.1).

Since diverse products contain a wide range of platinum amount, the impact from platinum prices

on the product cost can vary significantly from US$20 to US$9,300 per stack. This impact is

calculated using Equation 2.

Equation 2 Platinum Price Impact on Product Cost Calculation

Platinum Price Impact on Product Cost = Total Platinum Amount x (US$1,500 - US$900)/31.1

Managers can use these platinum price impact values as guidelines when developing a

pricing strategy for each market or product (see Table 4). Since each product has a targeted

product cost, which ensures Company X to have a minimum profit margin on the product,

managers need to monitor the platinum market value in order to determine when the platinum
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market price will erode Company X's profit margin. This erosion of Company X's profit margin

will reduce the attractiveness of the Business case in that market. Although Company X can

increase the product price as the platinum price increases in order to maintain its margin;

Company X also needs to ensure that its product pricing is competitive to other incumbent, more

conventional, technologies. However, if the platinum market is increasing, Company X will need

to develop cost reduction plans for other components while educating the public that the increase

is due to increasing platinum price, which is external factor that cannot be controlled by any

party.

Table 4 Platinum Price Impact on Product Costs

~ Product 1.1 $ 300
Product 1.2 S 650
Product 1.3 S 1,000, Product 1.4 S 1,200

...-" 'I, Product 1.5 S 1,400

. ~ Product 2.1 S 150
'"" Product 2.2 S 50

Product 2.3 S 200
Product 2.4 S 150

",
Product 2.5 $ 50
Product 2.6 $ 20

C'

ki :U:<~IIf" Product 3.1 S 500
Product 3.2 S 200

'" 'l!.ow

. , Product 4.1 $ 9,300
Product 4.2 S 9,300
Product 4.3 S 5,700

" Product 4.4 S 1400

. ~0 Product 5.1 S 7,000
Product 5.2 $ 9,300
Product 5.3 $ 9,300
Product 5.4 $ 9,300
Product 5.5 $ 9,300
Product 5.6 S 4,500
Product 5.7 S 2,700
Product 5.8 S 5,800

til
,~

,4\&:W:i
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An increasing platinum price not only has negative impact on Company X's ability to

meet their target product cost, but it also has a negative impact on OEMs and system integrators

in meeting the target application's solution price. For example, the percentage of platinum

contribution to Product 3 cost can range from 18% to 30%, while the percentage of platinum

value in the Product 3 system price can be range from 2% to 3% (see Table 5). If the platinum

price increases above the upper sensitivity range of US$I ,500, Company X may not be able to

meet the costs target for Market 3.

Table 5 Platinum Price Impact on Percentage of Platinum Value in Targeted Product Cost &
Application Solutions Price

Pt Value of DID Product Cost Pt Value of % Solution Price

Market Seament pt @l $900/oz I pt @l $l,SOO/oz pt @l $900/troz Ipt @l $l,SOO/troz

Market 1
8% 14% 2% 3%

Market 2 14% 23% 4% 6%
Market 3 18% 30% 2% 3%
Market 4 10% 16% 5% 8%

Market 5 @ 1,000 units
9% 16% 16% 26%

Market 5 @ 10,000 units 18% 30% 16% 26%

For the Market Segment 5, the target price for the Product 5 application solution is the

same for 1,000 or 10,000 un its, but the fuel cell stack target cost is more than double for 1,000

units than that of for 10,000 units. The misalignment in product strategy and pricing strategy for

Market 5 will cause a serious concern on market success. Although the percentage of platinum

value in Product 5 only ranges from 9% to 16% at 1,000 units, the percentage of platinum value

in Product 5 will range from 18% to 30% at 10,000 units. The unit cost of most components in

Product 5 will be lower as the overall volume increase; however, this does not hold true for the

price of platinum. Platinum cannot be purchased at a discount even at high volume.
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3.2.1.1 Company X's Annual Platinum Demand Forecast

Based on Company X's 5-year Business plan, Company X's annual platinum demand

forecast is determined using the following assumptions:

I) R&D, product development, and platinum demand and recovery are not included in

the calculation.

2) Platinum recovery from returned fuel cell stack and MEA production are not included

in the demand calculation.

3) Total platinum weight calculations are based on flush cut MEA areas instead of active

areas.

4) The lower range of platinum value of US$900 per oz is used to be consistent with

Company X's Technology Road Map assumption. However, the projected platinum

price value in the future is US$I,025 per oz (Pg. 7, Johnson Matthey, 2006).

5) The platinum demand for R&D and product development is equal to platinum

recovery from R&D and product development stacks.

Company X total platinum demand in 2007 is projected to be less than 100kg. In 2009,

Company X's platinum demand is expected to increase significantly to approximately 500kg. In

20 II, Company X's platinum demand will further increase to close to 1,0OOkg. Although

Company X's 5-year business plan does not include the volume forecast for 2012, Market

Segment 5 is expected to have market demand of 6000 stacks/year for 3 years, which is

equivalent to almost 1,500kg of platinum. Even with the assumption of no market growth in the

other 4 markets, Company X's platinum demand will be over 2,000kg of platinum per year by

2012. Please note that Company X's platinum demand will still be less than I% of the world

platinum demand as of 2005 (see section 3.1.1).

Over the next 5 years, the majority of Company X's platinum demand will come from

Market Segment I and Market Segment 3 applications. Starting in 2010, Market Segment I
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designs' total platinum loading will be decreased by more than half for Gen 2 PRODUCT 1. This

significant platinum loading reduction in Gen 2 PRODUCT I lowers the Market Segment 1

platinum demand in 2010 by 42% even though with the projected sales volume increased of 70%

from 2009 (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 Company X's Platinum Demand Forecast Based on 5-Year Business Plan

~y XP1atimm Demand Forecast
Based on 5-Year Plan

(Data does NOT include R&D and PO Platinum Demand and RecoveIy)
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Similarly, the Market Segment 2 market also has a plan for platinum loading reduction

starting in 2010 from 0.5mglcm2 to 0.3mglcm2
• This design change provides a significant cost

reduction in the Product 2, which lower the platinum demand growth to approximately 24% while

the projected sales volume growth of approximately 92%.

For Market Segment 3, Product 3 will be launched at the beginning of 2008 with a

product lifetime of 10 years. The Product 3 will be available in the market for at lea t 3 years

until next generation of Product 3 is introduced in 20 I I. Therefore, the demand for platinum for
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Market Segment 3 applications will continuously increase as the sales volume increase between

2007 and 2011.

Other than the platinum price variability, Company X's risk is also driven by platinum

recovery efficiency, lifetime of the fuel cell stacks, and platinum yield during the production, and

sales volume. All these four factors will directly impact Company X cash flow requirement for

meeting the platinum demand. Since the scope of this project is to focus on the impact of the

platinum price volatility, all the other four factors are beyond the scope of this report.

3.2.1.2 Platinum Price Impact On Company X: Total risk exposure from demand and price
scenarios

In order to manufacture fuel cell stacks, Company X needs to purchase catalyst, which

has a high platinum content, from catalyst suppliers. As of 2006, Company X pays the catalyst

suppliers a processing fee of approximately US$5.50/g of catalyst. The catalyst-processing fee is

expected to decrease in the future as the order volume increases. Therefore, in order to determine

the cash flow requirement for purchasing catalyst to meet the volume demand, Company X

should include the consideration of the catalyst-processing fee. In order to simplify this analysis,

a catalyst-processing fee of approximately US$2.oo/g is used for the cash flow requirement

calculations. In 2007, Company X will require approximately US$3 million to US$5 million of

catalyst for MEA production. The potential catalyst cost range of US$2 million is based upon the

variability of the platinum market price from US$900 per oz to US$I,500 per oz. In 2009, the

projected cash flow requirement for catalyst will be increased by 376% from 2007. As Company

X's platinum demand increases over time, the potential cash flow requirement ranges will also

widen to almost US$20 million (see Figure 8). This value is based on the selected platinum price

sensitivity range of US$900 per oz to US$I ,500 per oz. If the platinum market is more volatile

than the anticipated sensitivity range, the potential cash flow variability will be even higher.
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Figure 8 Company X's Cash Flow Requirements for Catalyst Demand from 2006 to 2011

Catalyst Demand for Company X - Include Catalyst Processing Fees
Based on 5-Year Plan Sales Forecast

(Data does llill include R&D and PO Platinum Demand and Recovery)
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3.2.2 Platinum Recycling at Company X

Company Y is the platinum recycler for Company X. Company X usually ships platinum

catalyst waste and platinum solution to Company Y approximately once per quarter for platinum

recycling. Platinum catalyst wastes include MEAs from field returned stacks, reject MEAs from

production, and any solid waste, which has physical contact with platinum catalyst. Platinum

solution is collected from the solution for washing containers and/or equipment used in the MEA

manufacturing process. This section will outline sources of risk exposure to Company X from the

recycling of platinum from various sources.

3.2.2.1 Before Platinum Recycling

Currently, platinum catalyst wastes are collected in several different bins in Plant 1 by

category: high loaded MEAs, low loaded MEAs, and others. Before the platinum catalyst wastes

are shipped to Company Y, Company X supply chain personnel measure the total weight of the

wastes by category. An estimated platinum value is calculated based on the amount of platinum

recovered from the last batch of platinum catalyst waste. However, with the numerous platinum
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loadings and the varied sizes of Company X fuel cell designs, this method will not provide even a

close estimation on the amount of platinum being shipped to Company Y. An accurate estimation

of expected weight of platinum recovered from the platinum catalyst waste is essential for closing

the mass balance of platinum and ensuring Company X is credited with the appropriate amount

(in metal or in cash) in order to protect shareholder value. In addition, this number can be used to

verify the efficiency of the current recycling method used by the platinum recycler.

Platinum solution is stored in a boiler at the Company X facility. Before the platinum

solution is shipped to Company Y, platinum solution is heated to reduce the volume and increase

its concentration; however, there is no verification process to determine the concentration of the

solution. Therefore, the expected amount. of platinum recovered from a specified batch of

platinum solution cannot be determined.

3.2.2.2 Credit from Platinum Recycling

The recycling process that Company Y uses on platinum catalyst waste includes

pulverization, screening, blending, sampling, assaying and valuation. For the platinum solution,

Company Y boils the solution before sampling, assaying and valuation. According to Company

Y, its platinum recycling efficiency is approximately 96% while other platinum recycling

companies in the industry can ensure approximately 98% platinum recovery.

The platinum recycling fee varies from batch to batch because the treatment fee is

calculated based on the net weight sent to Company Y. Even though two batches of platinum

catalyst waste with the same weight may be sent to Company Y, the one with higher platinum

content in the waste will result in a lower platinum recycling cost per gram. In addition, each

platinum recycling batch is charged with assay and miscellaneous fees of up to US$1,225 per

batch; therefore, a high platinum content batch will be cheaper per gram of recycled platinum.
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Based on Company Y's settlement reports dated July 21, 2006 (for platinum solution)

and August 4, 2006 (for platinum catalyst waste), the calculated recovery fee for recovering

platinum from platinum solution and platinum catalyst waste are US$1.60 and US$O.72/g of

recovered platinum respectively (see Table 6). Their values can only be used as reference only.

The actual cost for recycling platinum will vary from batch to batch due to the factors as

discussed above. Based on the 96% platinum recovery efficiency and the recovery fee range

shown above, the cost of recycling platinum is approximately US$23.3 to US$51.9 per oz of

recovered platinum. Based on the platinum market price of US$I, 190 per oz, the recycling

platinum will cost 2.0% to 4.4% of recovered platinum value in addition to the 4% platinum loss

during the recycling process. Since platinum-recycling cost based on one batch data is not

sufficient, 5% is selected as a conservative scenario for calculating platinum value in section

3.2.2.3.

Table 6 Company Y Platinum Recycling Fee Schedule

Pt Solution: Treatment Fee $
Refining Charge $
Misc. Fee $
Total Recovery Fee $

Pt Catalyst Waste (Solid): Treatment Fee $
Refining Charge $
Misc. Fee $
Total Recovery Fee $

Source: Company Y, 2006

1.60 per Ib of Net Weight Received
10.00 per art net pt Recovered

200.00 per batch
1.59620 per 9 Pt recovered from Solution

2.00 per Ib of Net Weight Received
10.00 per art net pt Recovered

1,225.00 per batch
0.71905 per 9 Pt recovered from Solid

After the platinum is recovered, Company X is eligible to select a settlement date for

trading the platinum amount (in weight) into cash. The cash credit from Company Y will be

calculated based on the platinum market closing price on the settlement day at the London

market. However, Company X does not have any guideline or criteria for supply chain personnel

to determine when to execute the transaction. Usually, supply chain personnel will ask Company

Y to trade the platinum as soon as the recycling process is completed. In the volatile platinum
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market as in 20063 (see Figure 3), transacting transaction on a different date could result in over

U5$250,000 difference per batch of recycled platinum.

3.2.2.3 Recycled Platinum Impact on Company X

The recycled platinum from field returned stacks and platinum solution4 can lower

Company X's cash flow requirement for purchasing catalyst to meet the sales volume. If

Company X recycles all fuel cell stacks at the end of their service lives, then the amount of

platinum recycled from returned stacks can be calculated based on the design lifetime for each

product. For Company X's fuel cell stack, the design lifetime ranges from 2 to 10 years for

different markets. The number of field returned stacks can be projected based on the product

lifetime. For example, Product 3 is not expected to return to Company X in the next 5 years

because it is designed for a 10-year product life.

The platinum price impact on platinum residue value for each product can be calculated

by using Equation 3. The 96% is based on Company Y platinum recycling method efficiency.

The 95% is the net value of the recovered platinum after the platinum recycling cost (see section

3.2.2.2). Due to the diverse platinum loadings in Company X's products, the platinum price

impact on residual value of platinum ranges from U5$10 to U5$8,500 per stack. This value

identifies the risk of recycling platinum from field returned stacks for different applications. If

Company X is involved in platinum recycling, Company X would have to credit the projected

platinum residual value to the OEMs or system integrators based on the platinum market price at

the time the fuel cell stacks are received by Company X. In this case, Company X will bear the

platinum market risk of owning the platinum during the recycling period. Therefore, it is not

recommended that Company X be involved in the transaction of platinum recycling for OEMs or

system integrators in order to minimize its platinum market risk.

3 The platinum price can vary by US$300 per oz in a month.
4 Some platinum catalyst is lost during the MEA manufacturing process. This catalyst will be collected as
platinum solution and sent to recycler for platinum recycling purposes.
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Equation 3 Platinum Price Impact on Residue Platinum Value in Products

Pt Price Impact on Residue Pt Value =Total Platinum Loading X 0.96 X 0.95X (US$I,500-US$900)

In addition to recovering platinum from field returned stacks, Company X is actively

recovering the platinum loss from MEA production. For the worst-case scenario of 50%

platinum yield during production, up to 45% of the original platinum value is recovered through

recycling. 5% of the platinum value is used to cover the recycling cost. If Company X recovers

platinum from field returned stacks and MEA production, Company X is expected to recover

approximately 50kg of platinum in 2007 and 700kg of platinum in 2011 (see Table 7). However,

if Company X needs to provide credits to OEMs and/or system integrators for the platinum value

at market price, it is more favourable for Company X to purchase platinum from the open market

in order to avoid the 8.8%5 platinum value loss in recycling. In addition, Company X can

eliminate all the administrative cost and the need to bear the platinum market risk during the

recycling period. Based on the projected platinum recovery amount, the potential risk platinum

value loss can be up to US$13,4 million based on the platinum price sensitivity range of US$9OO

per oz to US$l ,500 per oz.

Table 7 Projected Company X's Annual Cash in Flow from Platinum Recovery

YEAR 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 I

mM'Q';i49·N9'9··1ij 10,280 49,942 106,032 262,267 369,700 693,558 I
pt Cost If Pt Price =US$900/troz $ 297,495 $ 1,445,257 $ 3,068,456 $ 7,589,710 $ 10,698,716 $ 20,070,797

Pt Cost If Pt Price =US$1,5oo/troz $ 495,824 $ 2,408,761 $ 5,114,093 $ 12,649,516 $ 17,831,193 $ 33,451,329

Potential Pt Cost Delta (US$) $ 198,330 $ 963,504 $ 2,045,637 $ 5,059,807 $ 7,132,477 $ 13,380/531

5 1- (96% x 95%) =8.8%.
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3.2.3 Recommendations on Process Improvement

After the internal analysis, several concerns were identified in the platinum tracking

system, accounting for platinum recycling, and platinum utilization during production. Since

these areas lie outside of the scope of this project, the recommendations that follow are not

discussed in detail:

Validate the platinum usage and recovery tracking system to better estimate the platinum

mass balance - improve as appropriate.

• Keep the recycling platinum credit in a metal account instead of in cash and develop

trading procedures that maximize the return.

• Improve manufacturing process to increase yield and reduce platinum loss from

production.

• Investigate ways to make small number of MEAs without mixing a batch of catalyst.

• Verify expected platinum recovery amount and recovery efficiency of the existing

platinum recycler.

3.2.4 Platinum Price Risk Exposure from Company X's Current Platinum Related
Strategies

This section will address two sources of platinum price risk exposure: Company X's

platinum purchase strategy and their product selling! price strategy.

Company X currently purchases catalyst directly from catalyst suppliers when the

catalyst inventory is low; however, platinum market price is not a consideration when purchasing

catalyst. After a fuel cell is manufactured, Company X will transact with OEMs or system

integrators under the Equipment Sales Agreement (ESA) or Equipment Lease Agreement (ELA)

(see Figure 9). Company X has always included margin on the cost of platinum under ESA 1
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(see section 3.2.4.2). Recently, an ESA quotation was made for the Market Segment 2 under

ESA 2, which does not include a margin on the cost of platinum (see section 3.2.4.3). In addition

to ESA, Company X also leases fuel cell stacks to OEMs in Market Segments 4 & 5 in order to

protect IP (see section 3.2.2). The following sections will discuss the characteristics of each

arrangement in detail.

Figure 9 Company X's Current Pricing Strategy

3.2.4.1 Buying Platinum: Platinum Price Risk Exposure

When Company X buys platinum from the catalyst suppliers, Company X is exposed to

platinum price volatility and cash flow requirement to purchase the required platinum and hold it

as inventory before selling the fuel cell product. In this case, Company X bears the lost

opportunity cost of capital investment in other projects.

For example, while it may take 6 months for Company X to produce fuel cell stacks and

close a transaction with the OEMs, Company X must purchase the platinum at the outset in order

to begin the manufacturing process. If we assume Company X purchased 500 oz of platinum at

US$I,190 per oz upon receiving the order, and the market value of the platinum remains

unchanged after 6 months when the customer pays for the product, as well as a risk free rate of
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4.95%6, and a projected 15% margin on the original cost of the platinum, the Net Present Value

(NPV) for this scenario is US$72,724 (see Figure 10).

If platinum price is constant,

NPV = US$72,724

t =1 Year

t =6 month

t=o

Figure 10 Cash Flow Diagram for Purchasing Platinum Option

Market value of
500 oz Pt.+Margin

US$595,00

Company X is also be exposed to platinum price volatility risk if the OEMs agrees to pay

for the platinum based on the market price of platinum when t =6 month. If the platinum market

decreases to US$9oo per OZ, the NPV of this scenario will be (US$89,999). However, if the

platinum market increased to US$l ,500 per OZ, the NPV of this scenario will be US$246,669 (see

Table 8).

Table 8 NPV Sensitivity for Purchasing 500 oz of Platinum in Catalyst

NPV Sensitivity

Platinum $$ from OEM
US$900/troz US$1190/troz US$15001troz

$ 72,724 $ 246,669

Although an increasing platinum price will benefit Company X from the NPV

perspective, it may push the price for fuel cell products' above the market expectance level,

which will reduce a fuel cell's competitiveness to other, more conventional technologies (e.g.

battery, diesel, etc.). In buying platinum from catalyst suppliers, the majority of the platinum

price volatility risk is borne by Company X. The catalyst suppliers bear minimal risk.

6 Based on I-year U.S. dollar term deposit interest rate of 4.95% (see Appendix D).
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3.2.4.2 Equipment Sale Agreement (ESA) 1: Include a Margin on the Cost of the Platinum

Under ESA 1, the platinum cost is included in the product cost and margin is added to the

total product cost, which yields the highest sales price among all arrangements. The product

prices are set at the time when the agreements are signed. For the major OEMs, product prices

are set once a year regardless of the platinum price volatility during the year.

Product Price = Product Cost (with platinum) + Gross Margin

Since the OEMs own the platinum in the fuel cell product, Company X will not be

responsible for platinum recovery, although they may wish to offer this service independently.

OEMs will have the option of selling or leasing the fuel cell products to the end-user, which

provides OEMs with greater flexibility in running their business. The OEM or the end-users will

have a choice of capturing the residual value of platinum at the end of the product's useful life.

Company X can charge service fees for disassembling the stack and handling MEAs before

platinum recycling. Subsequently, catalyst suppliers can provide a platinum recovery credit

directly to the OEMs. In this case, OEMs are responsible for the recycling expenses. If a fixed

fuel cell product price is agreed upon when the ESA is signed, Company X should add an

escalation allowance 7 due to platinum price volatility. Otherwise, an increasing platinum price

will reduce the contribution margin of the products.

It should be noted that if there is an ESA for a large order (volume wise), Company X

needs to purchase the platinum catalyst as soon as the ESA is signed in order to mitigate the risk

of the platinum price changing between the time the ESA is signed and the time the platinum is

purchased. However, this increases the opportunity cost accruing to price changes and inventory

cost between the time of purchasing the platinum and the time the product is shipped and paid for.

7 The allowance of price escalation enables Company X to increase product price if the platinum market
value increase significantly.
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3.2.4.3 Equipment Sale Agreement 2: Do Not Include a Margin on the Cost of Platinum

Under ESA 2, a margin is only applied to the product cost and not the cost of platinum.

In other words, the cost of platinum is not included in the product cost: it is added at the end of

the pricing process. The value of the platinum will be added to the product cost based on

prevailing market prices for platinum at delivery.

Product Price = Product Cost (excl. platinum) + Gross Margin + Platinum Market Price

The advantage of this ESA is that the increasing platinum price between the time of the

agreement and delivery will not impact Company X's product contribution margin. However, if

the platinum price decreases, Company X's margin will be affected. Since OEMs own the

platinum in the fuel cell stack, Company X is not responsible for the platinum recycling. In

addition, Company X can charge OEMs service fees for handling the returned stack before

platinum recovery and recycling. Nevertheless, Company X will need to provide a price quote

for platinum for each sale because a prevailing market price for platinum is required. If there are

significant fluctuations in the price of platinum from the time Company X purchases the catalyst

and the time the fuel cell products are shipped, then Company X will bear the risk if the price of

platinum price declines. Moreover, OEMs will know the platinum loading in Company X's

products. With this arrangement, Company X will have lower revenue than if ESA I is used,

because there is no margin added to the cost of platinum.

From the OEMs' perspective, they have the option of selling and leasing the application

solution to the end users. In addition, OEMs can have a choice of recycling platinum at the end

of product useful life. However, OEMs will be exposed to platinum price fluctuations, which will

affect their flexibility in pricing their product. In addition, OEMs will be responsible for the

shipping and recycling cost of the stack at the end of product life.
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3.2.4.4 Equipment Lease Agreement (ELA)

Under an ELA, Company X retains the ownership of the fuel cell stacks while the OEMs

have the right to use the stacks during the lease period. At the end of the lease period, fuel cell

stacks will be returned in the original condition to Company X, which allows Company X to

protect its intellectual property (IP). As of today, all Company X's ELAs are quoted at the same

price as that of ESA 1. The sole purpose for Company X to have an ELA arrangement is to

protect Company X's IP. However, as fuel cells become commercial products, the ELA payment

needs to be lower than that of the ESA payment in order to be acceptable. Since Company X

owns the platinum in the stack, it is recommended that Company X charge a security deposit

which is equal to the platinum value at the time the ELA is signed, in order to mitigate the risk

that fuel cell stacks are not returned to Company X. In addition, this security deposit can increase

Company X cash flow and fund Company X's IP development. Since Company X's Internal

Rate of Return (IRR) is 16.5%, which is much higher than the risk free rate (ir), Company X can

provide interest of 1% above ir on the security deposit to make this an attractive option for the

OEMs. In addition, a termination charge should be included in the lease agreement to prevent

OEMs from not returning fuel cell stacks at the end of the lease period when the stack platinum

market values are significantly higher than that of the security deposits. The termination charge

can be calculated based on Equation 4.

Equation 4 Termination Charge Calculation

Termination Charge =Platinum Market Value X 1.1- (Security Deposit)

In this option, Company X needs to accurately estimate the % of platinum that can be

recovered from returned stacks because Company X is responsible for the platinum recycling.

The irrecoverable platinum loss and all costs associate with platinum recycling should be

included in the calculation of lease payments.
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OEMs can lower their cost structure by leasing fuel cell stacks instead of purchasing fuel

cell stacks. With the leasing option, OEMs do not have to worry about the reliability of the fuel

cell stacks because they are under warranty during the entire lease period. In addition, OEMs can

have a choice of purchasing fuel cell stacks at the end of the lease period. The residue values of

the stacks include the platinum market value. Furthermore, OEMs are not responsible for the

disposal of the fuel cell stacks and the recycling of the platinum. However, OEMs will need to

lease their fuel cell application solution to the end-users in order to ensure that fuel cell stacks

will be returned to Company X at the end of the lease period. With the security deposit, OEMs

do not expose themselves to platinum price volatility and can earn interest with their security

deposit.

The lower cost structure for an ELA may help encourage the adoption of the technology,

which leads to an increased demand for fuel cell products. At the end of the lease period, if the

platinum market value is lower than the deposit, OEMs will have an incentive to return the fuel

cell stacks to Company X.

3.3 Current Situation Summary

Over the last 5 years, platinum price has increased from US$453 to US$1 ,355 per oz. The

platinum supply has not been meeting demand in the last 6 years; hence, the platinum stock has

decreased from -12,129kg in 2000 to -2,177 in 2005 (Tom Kendall, 2006) (see Table 3). With

continued strong growth in platinum demand, the platinum price should have further upside

potential. However, if the platinum supply catches up with the demand, then platinum price may

drop back to a lower level. Therefore, a platinum price sensitivity range of US$900 to US$1 ,500

per oz is selected for this study. Since the Canadian Government provides only CAD$3 million

funding for the entire fuel cell industry, the Government does not have any policy to assist fuel

cell technology adoption even if the platinum price continues to rise.
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Based on Company X's 5-year Business plan, Company X's annual platinum demand is

projected to increase significantly starting in 2008. In 2011, Company X's platinum demand is

expected to be 5 times the volume as that of 2008. Since the future platinum market is

unpredictable, Company X's cash requirement based on platinum price range of US$9OO per oz

to US$1,5oo per oz will be between US$27.7 million to US$46.2 million.

Although Company X can recycle platinum from field returned stacks, Company X will

be responsible for the platinum loss during recycling and all costs associated with platinum

recovery. In addition, Company X will need to bear the platinum market risk during the recycling

process. Therefore, while Company X should continue to recover platinum from platinum loss

during the MEA manufacturing processes, it should avoid involvement in recycling platinum

from field returned stacks unless OEMs is responsible for the platinum recycling cost and the

platinum loss during recycling (see section 3.2.2.3).
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4 RISK MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, different platinum ownerships arrangements and Equipment Sales

Agreement (ESA) and Equipment Lease Agreement (ELA) are discussed. But first, the criteria

and method used to evaluate the various alternatives are set out. Subsequently, five alternative

risk management strategies, based on the various combinations of platinum ownership and

transaction agreements, are identified and then evaluated on the criteria. Please note that the

decision to sell or lease a fuel cell stack is independent of decision to buy or lease the catalyst.

These five strategies, involve a) Company X leasing the platinum from a catalyst supplier or the

OEMs setting up accounts and buying/leasing platinum directly with the catalyst suppliers, and b)

Company X selling or leasing the stack to the OEM.

4.1 Criteria for Evaluating Strategic Alternatives

Considering Company X's limited cash reserve, the strategic alternatives should be

focused on reducing Company X's cash flow requirements for fulfilling the 5-year Business plan.

Moreover, these strategic alternatives should also minimize Company X's platinum market risk

when compared to the existing strategy. The goal of analyzing the possible risk management

strategies is to recommend a strategy to protect Company X against the volatility in platinum

prices. The three evaluation criteria (and sub-criteria) for the analysis of each strategy are as

follows:

1. Impact on Company X's revenue and profit;

2. Impact on fuel cell technology adoption; and,
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3. Risks and costs borne by the catalyst supplier, Company X, and the OEMs.
Including:

a) Flexibility in Business model

b) Cash flow requirement for operation

c) Liability for operation

d) Platinum market risk

e) Behaviour change required

f) Responsibility for platinum recycling

These criteria were identified based on the considerations from the internal and external

analysis of potential influences on revenue and profits and the variability of those influences. To

summarize, sections 2 and 3 reviewed two key sources of variability: platinum price and amount

of platinum required based upon demand for fuel cell stacks.

A rating system using a scale of I to 5 (5 being the most preferable for each stakeholder)

is used to evaluate the different strategies. The impact on Company X's revenue and profit and

fuel cell technology adoption's are each given a weighting of 25%. The overall risk level is

evaluated from catalyst suppliers; the OEMs and Company X's perspectives with different

weighting based on the importance of each item (see Table 9). Company X's existing strategies

will be used as a baseline to compare these alternative strategies. A rating of 3 means the

alternative strategy has the same impact or risk level as Company X's existing strategy. A rating

lower than 3 means that the alternative strategy has a negative impact and is less attractive than

that of the existing Company X's strategy. A rating higher than 3 means the alternative strategy

has a positive impact and is more attractive than that of the existing Company X's strategy.
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Table 9 Rating System for Alternatives Evaluation

Rating Evaluation Scale

Impact on Company X's Revenue 8r. Profit 25% 1 =Very Negative Impact 5 =Very Positive Impact

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 1 =Very Negative Impact 5 =Very Positive Impact

Risk Level 50% 1 =Very High Risk 5 =No Risk

a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 1 = Not Flexibile 5 = Very Flexible

b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 1 = Very High CF Req. 5 = Very Low CF Req.

c) Liability for Operation 10% 1 = Very High Liab. 5 = Very Low Liab.

d) Platinum market risk 10% 1 = Very High Risk 5 = No Risk

e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 1 = A lot of Change 5 = No Change
If) Resoonsibllitv for Platinum Recvclina 10% 1 = Fully ResDOnsible 5 = No ResDOnslbillty

Overall: 100% 1 =Do NOT Recommended 5 =Hiahlv Recommend

4.2 Strategic Alternatives

Other than Company X's existing strategies of purchasing platinum from catalyst

suppliers directly before selling or leasing fuel cell products to OEMs. There are five alternative

risk management strategies, which Company X can consider in order to minimize its platinum

market risk exposure (see Figure 11). These strategies are discussed in details based on the various

combinations of platinum ownership and transaction agreements in the following sections.
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Figure 11 Five Possible Risk Management Strategies Alternatives
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4.3 Platinum Ownership

The ownership of the platinum in the fuel cell products can reside with catalyst suppliers,

Company X or Company X's customers (e.g. OEMs or system integrators); the ownership mayor

may not change as platinum moves down the value chain. In this section, the different ownership

options for platinum in the catalyst and fuel cell products and their advantages and disadvantages

will be discussed from the perspectives of catalyst supplier, Company X, and the OEM. In

addition, the implications of each arrangement in terms of incentives and barriers to each

stakeholder, and the adoption of fuel cell technology will also be examined.

4.3.1 Platinum Acquisition Options

Platinum is a raw material and is generally only available from catalyst suppliers.

Currently, Company X or the OEM (with Company X's assistance) must purchase the platinum

from the catalyst supplier as these catalyst suppliers only have direct relationships with Company
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X. Going forward, similar relationships can be arranged between the catalyst suppliers and the

OEMs as well.

Another option, leasing platinum, instead of purchasing it, from the catalyst supplier

should be considered to increase the flexibility in Company X's Business. The leasing of

platinum is a common approach in the metal market and other industries (Tim Murray, 2(07).

The remainder of this section will discuss the various relationships with the catalyst

supplier and the option of buying versus the leasing of platinum.

4.3.1.1 Catalyst Supplier & Company X's Relationship

When compared with the catalyst suppliers' other customers in different industries,

Company X's purchase orders are relatively small. Therefore, purchasing platinum has been the

only arrangement between catalyst suppliers and Company X. However, as Company X's

platinum demand has been increased significantly over the last several years, Company X is also

eligible for the platinum leasing option as well with at least one of its suppliers.

4.3.1.1.1 Leasing Platinum

Providing a leasing option to Company X, it makes the potential catalyst supplier a more

attractive supplier to Company X. Currently, only Johnson Matthey Inc. (JM) offers a platinum

leasing option to Company X. Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo (TKK) does not offer a leasing option.

Although leasing platinum will increase the administrative cost for both catalyst supplier and

Company X, it provides more flexibility in both parties' business models as indicated below.

According to JM, the lease rate is determined by the platinum market demand, duration

of the lease agreement, and the financial status of the leasing company (Jay Hoffman, 2007). The

lease rate is essentially the cost of renting the platinum - the platinum supplier maintains

ownership of the commodity and the lease rate is the cost of using it for a specified period. While
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the lease assumes that the platinum will be returned at the end of the agreement, it is like a

mortgage - even though the mortgage may be for 25 years, the rate is set for a shorter specified

period and there is an expectation of renewal. There is an inverse relationship between the lease

rate and the lease period (see Table 10) to account for the expectation of greater volatility of a

longer period. In 2006, the platinum 6-month lease rate was fluctuated around 5% (Kitco, 2007).

Table 10 Platinum Lease Rates (Bank to Bank Borrowing Charges) as of Jan 31, 2007

Lease Period Annual Lease Rate

1- month 1.77%

2-month 2.20%

3-month 2.61%

6-month 3.35%

I-year 4.14%

Source: Kitco, 2007.

In order to compare the options of buying versus the leasing of platinum, the total cost of

both options should be evaluated. The total cost for buying platinum is the purchase price. The

total leasing cost includes the lease fees, insurance costs, and potential break costs8 if the lease

agreement is terminated before the agreed upon lease period. In order to protect both parties in

the lease agreement, insurance coverage9 on the platinum value, in the event of loss or theft, is

required before the lease agreement is signed. At any time during the lease period, the lessee can

have the option of purchasing or returning the platinum (a portion or full amount) to the leassor.

The minimum amount of platinum required for entering into a lease agreement is 5000z for a

maximum of 6-month lease period (Tim Murray, 2007).

8 The definition of break cost is available in the glossary section.
9 Based on historical data, the insurance cost is anywhere from $0.35-$0.50 for every $100 worth of value.
i.e. 100 troy oz of Pt at US$I,I90/troy oz should cost approximately $500 in premiums (Tim Murray,
2007).
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From Company X's perspective, the leasing option can significantly lower Company X's

cash flow requirement during production. Using the example presented in section 3.2.4.1,

Company X can lease 500 oz of platinum for one year for US$25,8821O
• This cost includes the

lease payment at lease rate of 3.35%11 and insurance premium of 0.5%12 of the platinum value for

every 6 months. By leasing, instead of purchasing, the 500 oz of platinum, Company X can

lower its cash flow requirement by US$569,118 13
• In addition, leasing platinum can also reduce

Company X's exposure to platinum price volatility because Company X will only be responsible

for the platinum loss during recycling (provided Company X chose to return the platinum to the

catalyst supplier for recycling).

If Company X follows the platinum leasing recommendation, Company X should

purchase platinum up to the leasing amount (in weight) when the market price is lower than that

of OEMs agreed purchasing price for reducing the amount of outstanding platinum under lease

agreements.

Other considerations for leasing include Company X's ability to transfer the leasing cost

to OEMs through pricing and the need to renegotiate the lease rate every 6 months as that is the

longest lease period offered by JM.

Overall, leasing platinum can reduce the cost of production, which enables Company X

to price fuel cell products more competitively, which will encourage the adoption of fuel cell

technology.

10 Assumptions: I) The lease rates for both back-to-back 6-month lease agreements are at 3.35%. 2) The
lease agreement is not terminated earlier than the lease period. In this case, no "break cost" will be paid for
the lease agreement.
II This value is based on 6-month bank-to-bank platinum lease rate (Kitco, 2007).
12 This value is based on the maximum insurance premium estimation (Tim Murray, 2007).
13 US$I,190 X 500 - US$25,882 = US$569,118
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4.3.1.1.2 Purchasing versus Leasing Platinum in Catalyst

Although leasing platinum lowers Company X's cash flow requirement, platinum market

price will still have significant impact on the NPV for the leasing option. For the 6-month period

leasing option, insurance premiums are paid at t =0 and t =6 month. Continuing the example of

leasing 500 oz of platinum for one year, lease payments of US$I,611 are paid at the end of each

month for 12 months (see section 4.3.1.1.1). After 6 months, Company X will renew the lease for

another 6 monthsl4
. At the end of the two 6-month periods, 500 oz of platinum or cash equivalent

will be returned to JM. Comparing the cash flows of the purchasing and leasing options, the

NPVs for purchasing platinum is US$72,274 15 while the NPV for leasing platinum is

US$75,493 16 (see Figure 12). Leasing option allows Company X to have a higher positive NPV

with only 5% of the cash flow requirement for the purchasing option.

14 Company X can also pay for the 500 oz of platinum based on market prices at the same without renewing
the lease. For this example, it is assumed that Company X will lease the platinum for two 6-month periods.
15 This calculation is based on assumptions: a) 500 oz of platinum is purchased at US$I,190/oz at t =0, b)
OEMs pay Company X at t = 6 months on the market platinum plus 15% margin, and c) the risk free rate is
4.95%.
16 This calculation is based on assumptions: a) 500 oz of platinum is leased at US$I, 190/oz at the beginning
of the lease two 6-month periods, b) OEMs pay Company X at t = 6 months on the market platinum plus
15% margin, and c) the risk free rate is 4.95%.
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Figure 12 Cash Flow Diagrams & NPV Comparison for Purchasing & Leasing Platinum Options

If platinum price is constant,
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Lease Rate = 3.35%; Insurance Premium Rate = 0.5%

t =0

Market value of
500 troy oz. Pt.
+ Margin

US$2,975 US$1,661

US$4,636

If platinum price is constant,

NPV =US$75,493
US$1,661 +
500 troy oz. Pt.

In both the purchasing and leasing options, the prevailing platinum market price will

impact the NPV for each option. For the purchasing option, the NPV will vary from (USS89,999)

to US$246,669 (see Table 8) depending on the prevailing market price for platinum at the time

the OEM pays for the platinum. For the leasing option, the NPV is also influenced by the

prevailing market price for platinum at the end of the lease period. A NPV sensitivity analysis,

based on the platinum price range from US$9OO per troy oz to US$I,5oo per OZ, produces an

NPV for the leasing option in a range from (US$234,919) to US$387,559 (see Table II).

Although the NPV range for the leasing option is double the range for the purchasing option, the

downside of the leasing option NPV can be managed by purchasing platinum before the end of

the lease period if the prevailing market price for platinum is lower than that of the original

market price. For this example, if Company X can purchase platinum at market price lower than

US$I,190 per oz during the lease period, then the lowest possible NPV will be US$50,932

instead of the (US$214,70 I). In this case, Company X will benefit at all times, provided that the

Finance department is able (and has the resources) to manage the platinum-leasing program. In
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addition, the lease agreement with JM can be terminated at anytime. Although Company X may

be responsible for the break cost, Company X should determine whether terminating or

continuing the lease agreement is to Company X's advantage. If the platinum market price does

not drop below the original market price, Company X can exercise the stack "buy-back" option to

cover the risk (see section 4.3.2.2).

Table 11 NPV Sensitivity for Leasing 500 oz of Platinum in Catalyst at US$1,190/oz at the
Beginning of Lease

Platinum $$ from OEM
US$900/troz US$1190/troz US$1500/troz

Platinum US$900/troz $ 50,932 $ 213,654 $ 387,599
Value at the US$1190/troz -$ 87,229 1$ 75,493 $ 249,438

End of Lease US$1500/troz -$ 234,919 -~ 1t::.,I~O I $ 101,749

These can be eliminated by ending the lease
agreement as soon as OEM payment is received.

4.3.1.2 Catalyst Supplier Direct OEMs Relationship

Instead of Company X being a part of the platinum transaction, OEMs can set up their

own account with the catalyst supplier directly. In this case, Company X's risk from platinum

price volatility will be eliminatedl7 and Company X's cash flow requirements for production will

be even lower compared to Company X's leasing of platinum from the catalyst supplier.

However, this arrangement may reduce Company X's revenue by up to 30% per stack as the cost

of platinum is no longer included in product price and Company X can no longer charge a margin

on the platinum. Furthermore, the operational cost for production will be increased because

Company X will need to reliably track the different amount of catalyst for the various customers.

Even with the reduced revenue and additional operational costs, the saving from reduced cash

17 The platinum market risk is eliminated with the exception of the platinum purchases for the R&D and
product development purposes, which is outside the scope of this analysis.
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flow requirements and the additional interest income should be sufficient to cover the additional

operational cost.

However, there are also behaviours changes required for OEMs with this arrangement.

Instead of only dealing with Company X (a 1st tier supplier) for fuel cell products, OEMs will

need to deal with a catalyst supplier (a 2nd tier supplier). Leasing will increase the administrative

costs and complexity of accounting for both the OEMs and catalyst suppliers; however, the OEM

will benefit from a lower cost of platinum in the long term while the catalyst supplier will

increase its attractiveness to Company XI8 as a catalyst supplier.

4.3.1.2.1 OEM Buying Platinum from Catalyst Supplier

By purchasing platinum directly from catalyst supplier, OEMs can benefit from lower

average platinum price over time because catalyst suppliers can provide professional advice to

OEMs in trading platinum, which is not Company X's core competency. In addition, OEMs do

not have to pay the additional margin to Company X on the cost of platinum. Moreover, OEMs

will have the option of leasing or selling their products to the end-users, and the choice of

recycling the platinum. However, OEMs will be exposed to platinum price volatility.

4.3.1.2.2 OEM Leasing Platinum from Catalyst Supplier

Instead of purchasing platinum, OEMs can lease platinum from catalyst suppliers. This

will reduce their cash flow requirements (see section 4.3.1.1.1). In addition, OEMs will limit

their exposure to platinum price volatility because they are only responsible for the platinum loss

during recycling. Moreover, they can also purchase platinum when the price is low. However,

OEMs will need to negotiate the lease rate every 6 months, which will increase the complexity of

accounting and administrative cost. With the lower production cost, it enables OEMs to have

18 Company X, not the OEM, is responsible for selecting the catalyst supplier.
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more flexibility in setting the price for the fuel cell application solution, which may enhance the

adoption rate of the fuel cell technology.

4.3.2 Platinum in Fuel Cell Products: Strategic Sales Options

As noted earlier, Company' X has 2 key decisions concerning the platinum content in its

transactions with OEMS. It can include or exclude the platinum content in the sales or lease

arrangements. It can also determine the degree to which it is involved in the recycling and

ownership of platinum from OEM at the end of the product life.

When conducting transactions with OEMs, Company X has the option of selling the

product via an ESA or leasing the product to the OEM through an ELA. As previously noted, the

decision to sell or lease the product to the OEM is independent of Company X's decision to

purchase or lease platinum from the catalyst supplier.

4.3.2.1 Equipment Sales Agreement (ESA) 3: Exclude the Cost of Platinum in the Price

There are three different arrangements for an ESA. The ESA could: 1) include a margin

on the cost of platinum; 2) not include a margin on the cost of platinum; and, 3) exclude the cost

of platinum from the product price. ESAs 1 & 2 are discussed in sections 3.2.4.2 & 3.2.4.3. This

section will consider the advantages and disadvantages of excluding the cost of platinum from the

product price (ESA 3) from the perspectives of both Company X and their OEM customers.

Under ESA 3, the cost of platinum is excluded from the product price, which is only

feasible if OEMs have a direct account with the catalyst suppliers.

Product Price = Product Cost (without platinum) + Gross Margin

In this case, Company X can eliminate its risk from platinum price volatility and would

only charge for value-added components and services. Since Company X does not own the
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platinum in the product, it can charge service fees for handling the return of the stack before

platinum recycling. In addition, fluctuations in the price of platinum will not impact the

contribution margin of the product. However, this may increase slightly Company X's

administrative cost on tracking catalyst inventory for different customers. Since this ESA does

not include platinum in the price of the product, it will reduce Company X's revenue, but the

profit should not be affected. Also, the OEMs will know the platinum loading in Company X's

product.

From the OEMs' perspective, they have the option of selling and leasing the application

solution to the end users. In addition, OEMs can have a choice of recycling platinum at the end

of the product's useful life. The cost of the fuel cell products to the OEMs will be lower since

they moved themselves up a value chain by purchasing the platinum themselves. Instead of

interfacing with Company X only, OEMs will need to interface with an additional supplier, which

will slightly increase the OEM's administrative cost. In addition, OEMs will be responsible for

the shipping and recycling cost of the stack at the end of product life.

Although the overall fuel cell application solution price should be lower with ESA 3, if

the platinum price is too high, then it will still affect the adoption rate of the technology. Fuel

cell solutions may become less attractive when compared to other, more conventional

technologies.

4.3.2.2 Stack Buy-Back Option

In order to minimize impact from price increases in the platinum market to Company X

when leasing platinum from catalyst suppliers and selling fuel cell products to OEMs scenarios, a

stack "buy-back" option could be included in the terms and conditions of all ESAs.

The stack buy-back option allows Company X to purchase platinum via recycling the

stack of the end of its life at the original platinum value when the deal with the OEM was made,
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regardless of whether or not the platinum was included in the price negotiated with the OEM.

When Company X leases platinum catalyst and sells fuel cell products to OEMs, Company X can

purchase platinum from the open market when the market price for platinum is lower than that of

the leasing price of platinum. If the market price for purchasing platinum is higher than that of

the leasing platinum price, Company X can exercise the stack buy-back option in order to access

platinum at a price lower than the current market cost platinum. In the long run, Company X will

have different options at different platinum price points. For this option, Company X will be

benefit from lower cash flow requirement to produce stacks. In addition, Company X will only

be responsible for irrecoverable platinum loss. For the OEMs, they do not have to worry about

fuel cell stack disposal issues. Although the future price of platinum may be higher than the

current platinum price, it will be more cost efficient for the OEM to have Company X recycle the

platinum because of the batch size and infrastructure required to disassemble stacks.

4.4 Alternative 1: Company X Lease Catalyst & ESA 1

For alternative I, Company X will lease the platinum catalyst from the catalyst supplier

and sell fuel cell stacks to OEMs. The ESA pricing strategy will include the platinum cost in the

product cost, and a margin will be applied on the product cost (see 3.2.4.2). During the whole

process, Company X does not own the platinum. Before the ESA is signed, the catalyst supplier

owns the platinum. As soon as the ESA is signed, the OEM will own the platinum and Company

X is responsible for returning the leased amount of platinum to the catalyst supplier.

Since the platinum leasing agreement allows Company X to purchase platinum at any

time during the lease agreement, Company X can purchase platinum when the platinum price is

low. In addition, a "buy-back option" term can be added in the ESA to allow Company X to buy

back fuel cell stack at the end of useful life with the platinum value set when the ESA was signed

(see section 3.2.4.2).
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For alternative I, the overall rating is 3.65 (see Table 12). This alternative enables

Company X to earn additional revenues and benefit from additional interest income because of

the lower cash flow requirement. In addition, this alternative will offer Company X greater

flexibility in pricing due to the lower cost structure during production. This will have a slightly

positive impact on the adoption of fuel cell technology. This alternative does not require any

behaviour change for OEMs, but not for Company X and Catalyst supplier.

The various risks levels from the catalyst suppler, OEM and Company X's perspectives

for this alternative are discussed below. The overall risk level for this strategy is 3.30 on the 5-

point scale.

Table 12 Alternative 1: Lease Platinum & ESA 1 • Overall Evaluation

Rating Preferences

Impact on Company XiS Revenue" Profit 25% 4.50

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 3.50

Risk Level 500/0 3.30

Overall: 100% 3.65
(';8talySt
Supplier Company X OEMs

Risk Level: 50% 3.6 3.4 2.9
a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 4 4 4
b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 1 4 1

c) Liability for Operation 10% 4 3 4
d) Platinum market risk 10% 4 4 2
e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 4 2 5
f) ResDonsibilitv for Platinum Recvclina 10% 5 3 3

4.4.1 Catalyst Supplier's Risks under Alternative 1

By leasing platinum to Company X, catalyst suppliers will increase the flexibility in their

business model through the additional leasing services offering. However, the leasing of

platinum will increase the catalyst suppliers' cash flow requirement because it continues to own

the platinum during the lease period and causes the supplier to bear some additional inventory
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risk. The inventory risk arising from lost or stolen platinum is minimized through insurance

coverage and Company X's agreement to be responsible for returning all the platinum to the

catalyst supplier.

In order to lease platinum, the catalyst supplier also owns a significant amount of

platinum compared to Company X or the OEMs; therefore, the platinum market risk to the

supplier is smaller than that of Company X or the OEMs due to dollar cost averaging l9
• It is

because the catalyst supplier has larger inventory, which provides a buffer supply and lower

platinum cost from dollar cost averaging over a long period of time. In addition, some of the

market risk is transferred to Company X through the lease payment. Therefore, the platinum

market risk to the catalyst supplier is low. For catalyst supplier, JM, the change of behaviour is

minimal since it has already been leasing platinum to its customer in other industries; however,

TKK will face a significant change of behaviour, as it does not typically lease platinum to

Company X or any other customers at this time.

For this alternative, the catalyst supplier is not responsible for the platinum recycling.

The overall risk for catalyst supplier is rated 3.6 (see Table 12).

4.4.2 Company X's Risks under Alternative 1

The platinum leasing option enables Company X to reduce its cash flow requirement for

production down to 5% of the total platinum purchases for the year. In addition, the interest

income from the unused capital can be used cover most of the leasing expenses or can be spent on

other initiative. This alternative can increase Company X's flexibility in doing business with

OEMs and other customers.

19 "Dollar cost averaging is an investing technique intended to reduce exposure to risk associated with
making a single large purchase. This is accomplished by simply investing a fixed amount of money at
regularly scheduled intervals, regardless of the unit price. As a result, the average cost per unit will always
be less than the average price per unit in a fluctuating market. (MassMutual, 2007).
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The insurance coverage for the lease agreement will minimize Company X's liability for

lost or stolen platinum. However, Company X is still held liable to return all the platinum to the

catalyst supplier. Since Company X will only responsible for the platinum loss at the end of life

of the fuel cell stack, the platinum market risk has been reduced. In addition, lease agreements

that can be terminated at any time, enable Company X to purchase platinum from the market if

the platinum market price is low or from the OEMs (if a stack buy-back option is available) if the

platinum market price is high.

Leasing platinum also involves a change of behaviour for Company X even though

Company X already has accounts with catalyst suppliers. Company X will only be responsible

for the platinum recycling if fuel cell stacks are returned through the buy-back option. The

overall risk for Company X is rated to be 3.4, which is moderate risk alternative for Company X

among all 5 alternatives (see Table 12).

4.4.3 OEM's Risks under Alternative 1

The sale agreement grants the OEMs total ownership of the product, which allows them

to sell or lease their products as they desire. While this option does not reduce the OEM's cash

flow requirement, the lower cost structure for Company X may lead to a lower fuel cell price paid

by the OEM. The OEM's liability in operation is very low since OEMs are just merely acting as

traders of fuel cell stacks to the end-user market.

There is no change in behaviour for the OEMs in this option; however, they will bear

platinum market risk as the fuel cell stack price will be impacted by the platinum market

volatility. OEMs may also be responsible to recycling platinum if they lease their products to the

end-users. The overall risk for OEMs is rated 2.9, which is the second least risky alternative for

the OEMs (see Table 12).
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4.5 Alternative 2: Company X Lease Catalyst & ESA 2

For alternative 2, Company X will lease the platinum catalyst and sell fuel cell stacks

under ESA 2 to OEMs. As previously outlined, the ESA 2 strategy adds a margin on the

platinum cost. During the whole process, Company X does not have the ownerships of platinum.

After the ESA is completed, the platinum ownership is transferred from the catalyst supplier to

the OEMs. If Company X does not return the leased amount of platinum to the catalyst supplier

immediately, then Company X will be held liable for the lease payment until the platinum is

returned back to the catalyst supplier. Similar to alternative 1, Company X can terminate the

lease agreement at anytime or exercise a stack "buy-back" option that should be included in the

ESA 2 (see section 3.2.4.3).

The overall rating of alternative 2 is 3.69, which is the 2nd most positive alternative (see

Table 13). This strategy enables Company X to earn additional interest income to cover lease

cost because of the lower cash flow requirement. However, Company X's expected revenue and

profit can decrease by up to 4.5% per stack than that of alternative 1. This is assuming that 15%

margin can be charged on the platinum value (as desired under alternative 1), which can be up to

30% of the product cost (see Table 2). This strategy allows Company X to show its achievement

in cost reduction without the platinum market price impact because the platinum value is

separated from the product cost. This helps the OEM understand the cost break down and

increase their acceptance of the product price, even in a rising platinum market. The increased

price acceptance has positive impact on the adoption of fuel cell technology.

The risk levels for the catalyst supplier and Company X are the same as those of the

alternative 1 (see sections 4.4.1 & 4.4.2), but for OEMs are slightly lower. The overall risk level

for this strategy is 3.50, which is the second least risky option.
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Table 13 Alternative 2: Lease Platinum & ESA 2 - Overall Evaluation

Rating Preferences

Impact on Company X's Revenue III Profit 25% 4.00

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 3.75

Risk Level 50% 3.50

Overall: 100% 3.69
Catalyst
Supplier Company X OEMs

Risk Level: 50% 3.6 3.4 3.5
a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 4 4 4
b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 1 4 2
c) Liability for Operation 10% 4 3 4
d) Platinum market risk 10% 4 4 4
e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 4 2 5
f) Responsibility for Platinum Recycling 10% 5 3 3

4.5.1 OEMs' Risks under Alternative 2

From the OEMs' perspective, the two primary differences between alternatives 1 and 2

are the cash flow requirement and the platinum market risk. For alternative 2, OEMs can reduce

their cash flow requirement up to 4.5% compared to alternative 1 because no margin is added to

the platinum value. For alternative I, Company X sets the product prices, which includes the

platinum value, with an escalation allowance clause in the ESA (see section 3.2.4.2). In this case,

OEMs do not have a price guarantee, and benefit only if the platinum market value increases and

drops. Conversely, alternative 2 provides a benefit to OEMs in price reduction if the platinum

market value drops. Therefore, from the OEMs' perspective, the platinum market risk of

alternative 2 is lower than that of the alternative 1.

4.6 Alternative 3: Company X Lease Catalyst & ELA

Under alternative 3, Company X leases catalyst from catalyst supplier and leases fuel cell

stacks to OEMs (see section 3.2.4.4 for fuel cell stack leasing). During the entire product life, the

catalyst supplier will own the platinum while Company X will be responsible for the lease

payments; unless Company X terminates the lease agreement before the end of product life. At

the end of the lease agreement, Company X is responsible for returning the leased amount of
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platinum to the catalyst supplier. Although Company X can terminate the lease agreement at any

time, Company X does not have the benefit of terminating the platinum lease agreement early

while the fuel cell stacks are under lease agreements.

The overall rating of alternative 3 is 3.22 (see Table 14). Alternative 3 will reduce

Company X's expected revenue per stack significantly due to the leasing arrangement. However,

this allows OEMs to access fuel cell stacks at lower costs, which enables them to offer more

affordable fuel cell solutions to the market. This will have positive impact for increasing market

demand. Since no price sensitivity study on fuel cell market demand is available, the overall

effect on Company X's revenue cannot be determined.

The catalyst supplier's risk level remains unchanged when compare with alternatives 1 &

2. However, the risk levels for both Company X and OEMs are higher with this strategy. The

overall risk level for this strategy is 2.93.

Table 14 Alternative 3: Lease Platinum & ELA - Overall Evaluation

Rating Preferences

Impact on Company X's Revenue" Profit 25% 3.00

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 4.00

Risk Level 50% 2.93

Overall: 100% 3.22
Catalyst
Supplier Company X OEMs

Risk Level: 50% 3.6 2.4 2.8
a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 4 4 3
b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 1 2 3
c) Liability for Operation 10% 4 3 2
d) Platinum market risk 10% 4 3 3
e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 4 2 5
f) Responsibility for Platinum RecyclinQ 10% 5 1 2
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4.6.1 Company X's Risks under Alternative 3

Company X's risk level is higher under alternative 3 than that of alternative 2 because of

the negative impact on cash flow, increased platinum market risk and additional responsibility for

platinum recycling. Although leasing platinum reduces the cash flow requirement for Company

X, the leasing of fuel cell stacks has a significant impact on Company X's cash flow because

monthly income is received over time rather than a lump sum payment. In addition, Company X

will need to bear the risk of the platinum price increasing over time with the responsibility for

returning the platinum to the catalyst supplier. The longer the period of the lease, the higher the

chance the platinum price may increase at the end of the lease period (see Appendix C).

Moreover, Company X is responsible for the platinum recycling because they lease the

fuel cell stacks to OEMs. This will increase Company X expenses for administrating the

recycling. Also, Company X will bear the risk of platinum loss during the recycling process and

irrecoverable platinum. Therefore, this strategy is much less preferable for Company X because

of the higher level of risk (see Table 14). This strategy is much more riskier than the "stack buy

back" option Company X only buy back stacks if the platinum market price is high than the

option price; therefore, Company X will responsible for the recycling only if they chose to.

4.6.2 OEMs' Risks under Alternative 3

OEMs will have less flexibility in their business model under alternative 3 because

OEMs can only lease their fuel cell solutions to the end users. However, this option enables the

OEMs to provide the fuel cell solution to the market with a lower cash flow requirement. The

liability of operation for OEMs is also higher in this alternative because OEMs need to ensure

that stacks will be returned back to Company X. Otherwise, the OEM will not be able to collect

the security deposit and may be charged for the termination charges.
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The platinum market risk is slightly reduced when compared to alternative 2 because the

OEM's cost will only be impact by the platinum lease rate instead of the platinum market price.

OEMs will also be more involved in the platinum recycling because of their responsibilities for

returning stacks to Company X.

4.7 Alternative 4: OEM Sets Up Catalyst Account & ESA 3

For alternative 4, instead of Company X purchasing platinum catalyst from catalyst

supplier, OEMs will set up accounts with catalyst supplier directly. In this strategy, the catalyst

supplier will only ship catalyst to Company X based on OEMs' purchase orders. After the

catalyst is shipped to Company X, Company X must ensure that the catalyst usage and recycling

amount is accurately tracked. Company X is not a party to the platinum transaction regardless of

whether OEMs purchases or leases platinum.

The overall rating for alternative 4 is 3.80 (see Table 15). This alternative will reduce

Company X's revenue and profit per stack by up to 30% and 4.5% respectively because the

platinum catalyst cost is not included in the product cost. However, this strategy enables

Company X to use its saving in cash flow to fund other IP development projects which hopefully,

will positively impact the fuel cell technology adoption.

The overall risk level for this strategy is 3.73. The catalyst supplier's and Company X's

risks are lowest with this strategy. However, the OEM's risk level is the highest among all

strategies.
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Table 15 Alternative 4: OEM Set Up Catalyst Account & ESA 3 • Overall Evaluation

Rating Preferences

Impact on Company XiS Revenue. Profit 25% 3.50

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 4.25

Risk Level 50% 3.73

Overall: 100% 3.80
Catalyst
Supplier Company X OEMs

Risk Level: 50% 3.9 4.6 2.7
a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 4 4 4
b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 3 5 3
c) Liability for Operation 10% 4 5 3
d) Platinum market risk 10% 4 5 2
e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 3 2 1
f) Responsibilitv for Platinum RecvclinCl 10% 5 5 3

4.7.1 Catalyst Supplier's Risks under Alternative 4

Catalyst supplier's risk is the lowest under this strategy (see Table 15). Setting up

accounts with OEMs directly, catalyst suppliers become more attractive suppliers for Company

X. The cash flow requirement of catalyst suppliers will depend on whether OEMs purchases or

leases the platinum from them. Catalyst suppliers will have no liability in operation if the OEMs

purchase the platinum from them. However, their liability will increase if OEMs lease platinum

from them. The insurance requirement for lease agreements should reduce liability for both

catalyst supplier and OEMs. The platinum market risk for the catalyst supplier is minimal.

Although catalyst suppliers will need to manage more accounts with this arrangement,

there is no additional behaviour change for catalyst suppliers because they already manage

multiple accounts in different industry.

4.7.2 Company X's Risks under Alternative 4

Alternative 4 is the most favourable strategy for Company X (see Table 15). Since

Company X is not a party to the platinum transaction, Company X does not bear any platinum

market risk. In addition, Company X has no responsibility for platinum recycling, liability in
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operation and cash flow requirement for platinum. Although Company X will need to improve its

in-house platinum tracking procedures and increase communication with OEMs in term of

catalyst usage, this strategy enables Company X to use its capital for IP development or

investment purposes. This may also provide Company X with more flexibility in the pricing of

its products and their product margins.

4.7.3 OEMs' Risks under Alternative 4

Under Alternative 4, OEMs can sell and/or lease their products to the end-users. This

strategy lower OEMs' cash flow requirement regardless of whether they purchase or lease

platinum. If OEMs purchase platinum, they will receive a lower platinum price in the long run

because catalyst suppliers can provide expert advice to them for trading platinum in their

accounts. If OEMs lease platinum, the cash flow requirement for them will be much lower. In

both cases, Company X cannot apply a margin to the platinum because Company X is not a party

to the platinum transaction. If the OEMs lease the platinum, they will be liable for returning the

platinum to the catalyst either from purchasing platinum from the open market or recycling the

platinum from the fuel cell stacks. With the strategy, OEMs bear platinum market risk.

However, OEMs can reduce their risk by leasing platinum instead of purchasing platinum.

Finally, OEMs will not only interface with their lSI tier supplier (Company X), but also

interface with the 2nd tier suppliers (catalyst suppliers). This will increase the administrative cost

for the OEMs, but the saving from this strategy should be more than the additional administrative

cost.

4.8 Alternative 5: OEMs Set Up Catalyst Account & ELA

Under alternative 5, OEMs set up catalyst accounts directly with catalyst suppliers and

leases fuel cell stacks (excluding the catalyst cost) from Company X (see section 3.2.4.4 for fuel

cell stack leasing). During the entire product life, either the catalyst supplier or OEMs own the
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platinum, depending on whether there is purchasing or leasing agreements between them. At the

end of the fuel cell stack agreement, OEMs need to return fuel cell stack to Company X or forgo

their security deposits with Company X.

The overall rating of alternative 5 is 3.49 (see Table 16). This alternative will generate

the lowest revenue per stack for Company X since the catalyst cost is excluded from the product.

However, this allows OEMs to access fuel cell stacks at much lower costs, which enables them to

offer more affordable fuel cell solutions to the market thereby providing positive impact to

increase market demand. Since no price sensitivity study on fuel cell market demand is available,

the overall effect on Company X's revenue cannot be determined.

The overall risk level for this strategy is 3.49. The catalyst supplier's and Company X's

risk level remains unchanged when compared with alternative 4. However, the risk level for the

OEMs is the highest among all alternatives.

Table 16 Alternative 5: OEMs Set Up Catalyst Account & ELA - Overall Evaluation

Rating Preferences

Impact on Company XiS Revenue. Profit 25% 2.50

Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 25% 4.25

Risk Level 50% 3.60

Overall: 100% 3.49
Catalyst
Supplier Company X OEMs

Risk Level: 50% 3.9 4.6 2.3
a) Flexibility in Business Model 5% 4 4 2
b) Cash Flow Requirement for Operation 10% 3 5 4
c) Liability for Operation 10% 4 5 1
d) Platinum market risk 10% 4 5 2
e) Behaviour Change Required 5% 3 2 1
f) Responsibility for Platinum Recyclinq 10% 5 5 3
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4.8.1 OEMs' Risks under Alternative 5

Under alternative 5, OEMs can only lease their fuel cell solutions to end-users. OEMs

are responsible for ensuring that fuel cell stacks will be returned to Company X, or the OEM will

forfeit their security deposits. With this strategy, OEMs have the same exposure to platinum

market risk and responsibility on platinum recycling as those of alternative 4 (see section 4.7.3).

The level of change in behaviour for the OEMs should be very similar to that of alternative 4.

However, this option enables the OEMs market their products with lower cash flow requirements.
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5 RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES FOR DIFFERENT
MARKETS

Among all 5 alternatives, alternatives 3 & 5 are the least preferable because ELA has a

significant negative impact on Company X's cash flow and revenue (see Table 17). In addition,

Company X and OEMs would experience higher liability in operations and responsibilities for

recycling fuel cell stacks. Alternative 4 is most the preferable strategy because Company X is

removed from the platinum transaction. In addition, OEMs will have lower cost platinum in the

long run because the catalyst supplier will provide expert advice on trading platinum, which is not

Company X's core competency. Since various applications have dissimilar characteristics,

separate strategies will be recommended to suit each market.

Table 17 Summary Table for Alternatives' Evaluations

Alternative 3:
Alternative 1: Alternative 2: Lease Alternative 4: Alternative 5:

Lease Platinum Lease Platinum Platinum & OEM Account OEM Account
&ESA 1 &ESA2 ELA &ESA3 &ELA

Impact on Company X's Revenue&' Profit 4.50 4.00 3.00 3.50 2.50
Impact on Fuel Cell Technology Adoption 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.25
Risk Level 3.30 3.50 2.93 3.73 3.60
Overall 3.65 3.69 3.22 3.80 3.49

5.1 Criteria for Selecting a Market Specific Strategy

Several criteria are considered when selecting a strategy for a specific market: platinum

value in the product, percentage of platinum price in the fuel cell solution cost, product lifetime,

end-user type, the number of target customers, percentage of Company X's total platinum

demand, and who the catalyst supplier is.
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5.1.1 Platinum Value in Products and Application Solutions

The platinum value in the product is considered in the strategy selection process because

it will impact the end-users' incentive for platinum recovery. If the absolute platinum dollar

value in the product is relatively low, the incentive for recovering platinum from the end-users'

perspective will be low: they will need to disassemble the stack, ship MEAs to the platinum

recycler and be responsible for the administration and recycling cost. As a result, the net value to

the end-user may not worth the effort to recover the platinum. For Market Segments 4 & 5, end

users will need to ship fuel cell stacks for Company X to dissemble. In this case, additional costs

for disassembly and shipping should be considered when calculating the net platinum value in the

stack at the end of product life (see Appendix D). Other than the absolute platinum value in the

products, the relative value of the platinum in the application solution will also impact end-users'

decision to recycle the platinum: if the percentage is lower than 3%, end-users will have much

less incentive to recycle the stacks.

The relative value of the platinum in the fuel cell product will have an impact on

Company X's business case. The low percentage of platinum value in the stack reduces

Company X's platinum market risk for that product. This percentage will be used to calculate the

impact of Company X's revenue and profit under different strategies.

5.1.2 Product Lifetime

The product lifetime will have an impact on Company X's incentive for ELA

arrangement. It also has an impact on end-users' incentive to recycle platinum in the stack. It is

more likely that leasing is a more attractive option for both Company X and OEMs if the product

life is shorter.
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5.1.3 End-User Type

The end-user type has a direct relationship to the price sensitivity of the market. If the

end-users are government agencies or corporations, they are relatively less price sensitive than the

general public. In addition, it would be more difficult to collect stacks from the general public

than more centralized government agencies and/or corporations under lease agreements.

5.1.4 Average Deal Size per Customer

The average deal size per customer is an important criterion because it is not cost

efficient for the catalyst supplier and OEMs to set accounts directly if the deal size is too small.

Although different customers in the same market will require different volumes, the average deal

size per customer is calculated based on the market demand in a market and divided by the

number of potential customers in order to simplify the analysis.

5.1.5 Catalyst Suppliers

The catalyst supplier may limit the available alternatives for the application. Currently,

only JM offers a leasing option; TKK does not. As a result, if TKK is the catalyst supplier of the

application, then alternatives I to 3 cannot be considered as a recommended strategy, unless TKK

also offers a leasing option to Company X or OEMs. Therefore, whether the catalyst supplier

provides the leasing option should be a considering factor for Company X when selecting a

catalyst supplier for future products.

5.2 Market Segments

The position of each segment on each of the criteria above is summaries in Table 18

based on projected data for the next 5 years. The following sections will discuss recommended

alternatives for different segments based on their segment characteristics.
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Table 18 Criteria Summary for Each Segment

Market Market Market Market Market
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4 SegmentS

Pt Value in US$700- US$150- US$120- US$7,OOO- US$1,800-
Fuel Cell US$I,200 US$250 US$250 US$12,OOO US$3,OOO

% ofPt
Price in Fuel 7.7% -12.8% 15% - 25% 19% - 32% 9% - 16% 8.5% - 14%

Cell Cost

% ofPt
Price in 2.0% - 3.4% 4.3% -7.2% 2.4% - 4.0% 4.4% -7.3% 14% - 23%

Application
Price

Product Life 2 5 10 2 to 5 5
Time (Year)

End-User Corporations Corporations! General Corporations! General
Type Government Public Government Public

Average
Deal Size per 4% -8% >1 % > 11% < 1%
Customer of -5%

Company
X'sDemand

Catalyst JM JM TKK TKK TBD
Supplier

5.2.1 Market Segment 1

Company X's existing strategy for Market Segment 1 is also to purchase catalyst from a

catalyst supplier and sell fuel cell stacks to system integrators under ESA 1 (see section 3.2.4.2).

Company X offers a trade-in program for refurbishing20 Product 1 stacks at 70% of the product

price. JM is the catalyst supplier for Gen 1 Product 1 and TKK21 is the catalyst supplier for Gen

2 Product, which will enter the market starting in 2010. For this application, Company X is

recommended to use alternative 2 (see section 4.5) for Gen 1 Product 1, and alternative 4 (see

section 4.7) for Gen 2 Product 1.

20 Refurbish is to replace all MEAs in the fuel cell stack while reusing all other components in the stack.
21 It is a technologic decision to select TKK as the supplier for Gen 2 products.
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In 2007, the platinum demand for this market is close to 1000 OZ22, which is sufficient for

Company X to enter a lease agreement with JM. Currently, Company X only provides stacks to

two system integrators in this market. Therefore, this is a good market for Company X to test the

leasing of platinum because of the platinum volume demand and limited number of customers.

Company X can use this market as an opportunity to fully examine the financial implications and

feasibility of the leasing platinum concept. By leasing the platinum from catalyst supplier and

selling the stacks to system integrators under ESA 2, Company X can improve the worst-case

NPV from (SUS 170,749) to ($US28,341) in 200723
• Starting in 2010, Company X is

recommended to use alternative 4 (see section 4.7) to encourage OEMs to set up metal accounts

with the catalyst supplier directly to purchase platinum because TKK does not provide a leasing

option. In 2011, Market Segment 1 will account for approximately 32% of Company X's total

platinum demand. This market will potentially have 4 to 7 customers by 2011. The residue

platinum value in Gen 2 Product 1 is projected to be around US$700 and US$1 ,200 for a product

life of 2 years. Company X can continue the trade-in program under either alternative 2 or 4.

However, this strategy will decrease Company X's revenue and profit per Gen 2 Product 1 stack

by 8%24 to 13%25 and 1.2%26 to 1.95%27 respectively in 2011. Although Company X may reduce

its profit by approximately US$1.3 million to US$2.1 million in 2011, it can lower its cash flow

requirement in this market by approximately US$8.6 million to US$14 million. This capital can

fund platinum substitute development projects in Company X, which will directly reduce

22 The minimum quality to enter a platinum lease agreement with JM is 500 OZ

23 Calculation is similar to that shown in Figure 12, except there is no margin on the leasing scenario and
the platinum amount is 29,502g.
24 This is based on the platinum market price of US$900 per oz
25 This is based on the platinum market price of US$l ,500 per oz
26 This is based on platinum market value of US$900 per troy oz and assuming that Company X will have
15% margin on the platinum value in the product.
27 This is based on platinum market value of US$900 per oz and assuming that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
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Company X's platinum risk in the future. In addition, Company X can improve the worst-case

NPV from (US$I.6 million) to (US$0.26 million)28 under strategy 4 in 2011.

5.2.2 Market Segment 2

Company X's existing strategy for Market Segment 2 is to purchase catalyst from

catalyst supplier and sell fuel cell stacks to system integrators under ESA 2 (see section 3.2.4.2).

For the Market Segment 2, fuel cell stacks are scaleable from 10 to 80 cells. In a 56-cell stack,

the platinum value is approximate between US$150 and US$250. In 2011, this market accounts

for approximately 11 % of Company X's total platinum demand among 10 potential system

integrators. Due to the fragmented market, the average deal is too small for each system

integrator to set up individual metal accounts with the catalyst supplier and be cost efficient.

Therefore, Company X is recommended to use alternative 2 for Market Segment 2 (see section

4.5). This strategy may decrease Company X's revenue and profit by 15% to 25% and 2.25%29 to

3.75%30 per 56-cell Product 2 respectively. Although Company X may reduce its profit by

approximately US$0.48 million to US$0.77 million in 2011, it can lower its cash flow

requirement in this market by approximately US$3.0 million to US$4.9 million. Moreover,

Company X can improve its worst-case NPV31 from (US$593,928) to (US$98,580) by using

alternative 2.

5.2.3 Market Segment 3

Company X's existing strategy for Market Segment 3 application is to purchase catalyst

from a catalyst supplier and sell fuel cell stacks to system integrators under ESA 1 (see section

28 Calculation is similar to that shown in Figure 12, except there is no margin on the leasing scenario and
the platinum amount is 278,298g.
29 This is based on platinum market value of US$9OO per troy oz and assumes that Company X will have
15% margin on the platinum value in the product.
30 This is based on platinum market value of US$1 ,500 per oz and assumes that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
31 Calculation is similar to that shown in Figure 12, except there is no margin on the leasing scenario and
the platinum amount is I02,619g.
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3.2.4.2). Since TKK is the catalyst supplier for Product 3, only existing strategies and

alternatives 4 and 5 can be considered for this application. In 2011, Market Segment 3 will

account for approximately 47% of Company X's total platinum demand. This market will

potentially have 3 to 4 customers by 2011. With the average deal of over 11 % per customer,

Company X is recommended to use alternative 432 for this market (see section 4.7). In this

case, system integrators set up catalyst accounts with the catalyst supplier directly, which

removes Company X from the platinum transaction. Moreover, the residual platinum value in

Product 3 is projected to be around US$120 and US$250 after 10 years product life. Since

Company X does not own the platinum, there is no incentive for Company X to recycle it.

However, this strategy will decrease Company X's revenue and profit per Product 3 stack by

19%33 to 32%34 and 2.85%35 to 4.8%36 respectively. Although Company X may reduce its profit

by approximately US$2 million to US$3.2 million in 2011, it can also lower its cash flow

requirement in this market by approximately US$13.5 million to US$22 million. This capital can

fund other technology development or cost reduction programs within Company X. In addition,

this strategy can improve Company X's worst-case NPV from (US$2.53 million)37 to US$O due

to platinum price volatility since Company X is not a party in the platinum transaction.

5.2.4 Market Segment 4

Company X's existing strategy for Market Segment 4 is to purchase catalyst from a

catalyst supplier and sell fuel cell stacks to OEMs under ESA 1 (see section 3.2.4.2). Since

Market Segment 4 demand forecast is less than 1% of the Company X overall demand in 2011, it

32 OEMs set up an account with catalyst supplier directly and Company X sells fuel cell to OEMs under
ESA 3 (see section 4.7 for details).
33 This is based on the platinum market price of US$900 per oz
34 This is based on the platinum market price of US$I ,500 per oz
35 This is based on platinum market value ofUS$900 per oz and assuming that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
36 This is based on platinum market value of US$900 per oz and assuming that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
37 Calculation is similar to that shown in Table 8 NPV Sensitivity for Purchasing 500 oz of Platinum in
Catalyst except the platinum purchasing amount is 437,405g.
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is not cost efficient for both catalyst suppliers and OEMs to set up catalyst accounts directly. In

addition, TKK is the catalyst supplier for Product 4 stacks, which eliminates alternatives I to 3 as

options because TKK does not provide a leasing option. With the government and large

corporations as customers, the Market Segment 4 is less price-sensitive than that of other markets.

Therefore, it is recommended that Company X continue to use the same strategy (ESA I) in order

to generate the most revenue and profit.

5.2.5 Market Segment 5

Company X's existing strategy for Market Segment 5 is to purchase catalyst from a

catalyst supplier and sell fuel cell stacks to system integrators under ESA I (see section 3.2.4.2).

The platinum value in the Product 5 stack will range from US$1,800 and US$3,OOO. Since

Company X has not selected a catalyst supplier for Product 5 yet, leasing platinum may be an

option. Company X is recommended to use alternative 4 (OEMs set up an account with

catalyst supplier directly and Ballard sell fuel cell to OEMs under ESA 3) for this application

because this market will account for approximatelylO% of Company X's total platinum demand

between Company E and Company F in 2011. With the average deal of approximately 5% per

OEM, OEMs can set up catalyst accounts directly with catalyst suppliers to support the platinum

recycling effort. With high volume production starting in 2012, OEMs can get lower cost

platinum through a catalyst supplier based on their expert advice on trading platinum, which is

not Company X's core competency. This will allow the OEMs to offer fuel cell application

solutions to the market at a lower price, which will indirectly encourage the adoption of fuel cell

technology.

On the other hand, Company X can charge shipping and handling fees for disassembling

stacks for OEMs and ship these MEAs to the catalyst supplier for platinum recycling, who would

then credit the platinum value back to OEMs' metal accounts. However, this strategy will
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decrease Company X's revenue and profit per Product 5 stack by 8.5%38 to 14%39 and 1.3%40 to

2.1%41 respectively. Although Company X may reduce its profit by approximately US$0.36

million to US$0.58 million in 2011, it can lower its cash flow requirement in this market by

approximately US$2.4 million to US$3.9 million. Moreover, Company X can improve its worst-

case NPV from (US$0.45 million) to US$O.

5.3 Platinum Impact on Company X with Proposed Strategies

Before the implementation of the proposed strategies, in-depth financial analysis will be

required to finalize the details of each high-level recommended strategy for each OEM or system

integrator in different markets. Since different margins may apply to different OEMs (depending

on their relationships with Company X), pricing strategies are expected to be varied among

OEMs and system integrators.

Table 19 shows the high-level summary of proposed strategies for all five markets. If

Company X implemented all proposed strategies; Company X would potentially save up US$27.5

million to US$44.8 million of cash flow in 2011. Although these strategies may potentially

reduce Company X's profit by US$4.41 million to US$6.65 million in 2011, they reduce

Company X's downside risk by improving the overall NPV from (U5$5.17 million) to (U5$0.36

million). If Company X implements all proposed strategies starting in 2008, the total platinum

demand for Company X will reduce significantly after 2008 (see Figure 13). For example, the

projected platinum demand will be reduced from 500kg42 to 71kg43 in 2009 by implementing the

38 This is based on the platinum market price of US$900 per oz
39 This is based on the platinum market price of US$I ,500 per oz
40 This is based on platinum market value ofUS$900 per oz and assumes that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
41 This is based on platinum market value of US$ 1,500 per oz and assumes that Company X will have 15%
margin on the platinum value in the product.
42 This is equal to 16,013 OZ

43 This is equal to 2,297 oz
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proposed strategies. In 2010, the platinum demand will potentially decrease from 1000kg44 to

70kg45 under the proposed strategies.

Figure 13 Company X's Platinum Demand Forecast After Implementation of Proposed Strategies

Company X's Platinum Demand Forecast
after Implementation of Proposed Starategies

(Data does!:l.QI include R&D and PO Platinum Demand and Rerovery)

Ii] Market Segment 5

o Market Segment 1

II MarKet Segment 4

• Market Segment 2

D Market Segment 3

2006 2007 2008

Year

2009 2010 2011

44 This is equal to 30,830 OZ

45 This is equal to 2,356 oz
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Table 19 Impact of Proposed Strategies for Different Markets in 2011

Market Product Existing Recommended Range of Potential Improvement
Strategy Strategy Cash Flow Impact on NPV (from

Requirements Range on existing to
Reduction Company recommended)

X's Profit
($US Million) ($US Million)

($US
Million)

Gen 1 Buy Alternative 2: Existing: (1.43)
Product I Platinum & Lease Platinum Improved to:

Market ESA I &ESA2 7.26 to 11.8 1.15tol.86 (0.24)

Segment 1 (see section (see section 4.5)
3.2.4.2)

Gen 2 N/A Alternative 4: Existing: (1.6)
Product I OEM Account & Improved to:

ESA2 (see 8.6 to 14 1.3 to 2.1 (0.26)
section 4.7)

Market Product 2 Buy Alternative 2: Existing: (0.59)

Segment 2 Platinum & Lease Platinum Improved to:
ESA2 &ESA2 3.0 to 4.9 0.48 to 0.77 (0.10)

(see section (see section 4.5)
3.2.4.3)

Market Product 3 Buy Alternative 4: Existing: (2.53)

Segment 3 Platinum & OEM Account & Improved to: 0
ESA I ESA2 (see 13.5 to 22 2 to 3.2

(see section section 4.7)
3.2.4.2)

Market Product 4 Buy

Segment 4 Platinum &
ESA I o Change o Change No Change No Change

(see section
3.2.4.2)

Market Product 5 Buy Alternative 4: Existing: (0.45)

SegmentS Platinum & OEM Account & Improved to: 0
ESA I ESA2 (see 2.4 to 3.9 0.36 to 0.58

(see section section 4.7)
3.2.4.2)

Overall Impact on Company X in with Proposed Strategies 27.5 to 44.8 4.14 to 6.65 Existing: (5.17)

Improved to:

(0.36)

Note: The impact on Gen J PRODUCT J is calculated based on the projected sale volume for 2009.
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The majority of Company X's platinum demand will be for Market Segment I and

Market Segment 2 (see Figure 13). Since Company X is recommended to lease platinum instead

of purchasing platinum for these markets, Company X's required cash flow for production will be

much lower when compared to that of with the original strategies. For 2009, the worst-case

projected cash flow requirement will be reduced from US$24 million to US$3.4 million. For

2011, the worst-case projected cash flow requirement will be reduced from US$46.2 million to

US$3.5 million. The significant savings in cash flow enables Company X to redirect the capital

for investing in other technology development projects in order to keep the technology leadership

in the industry (see Figure 14). In order to minimize the risk in leasing platinum, Company X

should end the lease agreement with catalyst supplier(s) as soon as OEMs or system integrators

pay for the platinum.

Figure 14 Company X's Cash Flow Requirements for Platinum Demand with Original & Proposed
Strategies

Company X's Cash Flow Requirement Comparison

for Platinum Demand before & After Implementation of Proposed Strategies
(Data does ]',!QI include R&D and PO Platinum Demand and Recovery)

- Based on Proposed Strategy with Platinum; $9001Iroz
- Based on Proposed Strategy with Platinum; $1 ,SOOllroz
- Based on Original Strategy with Platinum; $900nroz

$45,000,000 l- -'=====-==Ba=s=ed=on=:=On""·=ina=I=St=ra=te~w=ith=P=la=tin=um==;=$'=,5=OO='I=roz======!... ~~__

$50,000,000 ,--------i

$10,000,000 i-------------=-.......~_____:"7""'-----------------

$30.000.000

$35,000,000

$40,000.000 i--------------------------------.~----

$15,000,000

..2. $25.000,000

$20,000.000

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Year
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6 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is recommended that Company X consider leasing platinum instead of

purchasing platinum in order to lower the cash flow requirements for its significant growth of

platinum required in the next 5 years. In addition, Company X should minimize the platinum

leasing period in order to reduce its platinum market risk. This can be achieved by terminating

the platinum leasing agreement as soon as OEMs' payments are received or by purchasing

platinum from the open market when the platinum price is lower.

OEMs and system integrators can set up metal accounts with catalyst suppliers directly.

This will remove Company X from the platinum transaction. In the long-term, OEMs and/or

system integrators will benefit from lower cost platinum because Company X cannot apply a

margin on the platinum value, and also catalyst suppliers can provide expert advice to OEMs for

trading platinum. In this case, Company X is recommended to avoid involvement in the platinum

recycling for OEMs and system integrators.

Company X is recommended to use different strategies for various markets based on the

market and product characteristics. The recommended strategy for each market is as follows:

• Market Segment 4 is recommended to maintain the existing strategy of purchasing

platinum and selling stacks to OEMs under ESA 1.

• Market Segment 5, Market Segment 3, and Gen 2 Product 1 are recommended to use

alternative 4 of having OEMs/ system integrators to set up metal accounts with catalyst

suppliers directly while Company X sells fuel cell stacks to them under ESA 3.
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• Gen 1 Product 1 and Market Segment 2 are recommended to use alternative 2 for

leasing platinum and selling the fuel cell stacks to OEMs/system integrators under E5A

2.

If Company X implements these recommended strategies, it can be reduced the worst

case projected cash flow requirement for platinum from U5$24 million to U5$3.4 million in

2009. In 20 I I, the worst-case projected cash flow requ irement will be reduced from U5$46.2

million to U5$3.5 million. Although these recommended strategies could potentially reduce

Company X's profit by up to U5$6.65 million, they can improve the NPV from (U5$5.17

million) to (U5$0.36 million) in 2011.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - Historical Platinum Prices between Jan 2000 and Feb
2007

Table 20 Historical Platinum Prices between Jan 2000 and Feb 2007

Avg Pt Price Avg Pt Price
Year Month per oz Change Year Month per oz Change
2000 Jan 443 2003 AUCI 695 1.61%
2000 Feb 521 17.61% 2003 sep 707 1.73%
2000 Mar 4~~ -6.91% 2003 uct /34 3.82%
2000 Apr 501 3.30% 2003 Noy 763 3.95%
2000 May 534 6.59% 2003 Dec 809 6.03%
2000 Jun 564 5.62% 2004 Jan 852 5.32%
2000 Jul 566 0.35% 2004 Feb 847 -0.59%
2000 Aug 583 3.00% 2004 Mar 901 6.38%
2000 5ep 597 2.40% 2004 Apr 887 -1.55%
2000 Oct 583 -2.35% 2004 May 813 -8.34%
2000 Noy 598 2.57% 2004 Jun 810 -0.37%
2000 Dec 614 2.68% 2004 Jul 812 0.25%
2001 Jan 625 1.79% 2004 Aug 851 4.80%
2001 Feb 604 -3.36% 2004 sep 850 -0.12%
2001 Mar 587 -2.81% 2004 Oct 845 -0.59%
2001 Apr :>~ts 1.87% 2004 NOY ~~b 1.30%
2001 May 614 2.68% 2004 Dec 853 -0.35%
2001 Jun 582 -5.21% 2005 Jan 861 0.94%
2001 Jul 534 -8.25% 2005 Feb 867 0.70%
2001 AUQ 454 -14.98% 2005 Mar 870 0.35%
2001 Sep 461 1.54% 2005 Apr 868 -0.23%
2001 Oct 435 -5.64% 2005 May 868 0.00%
2001 Noy 433 -0.46% 2005 Jun 883 1.73%
2001 Dec 466 7.62% 2005 Jul 875 -0.91%
2002 Jan 474 1.72% 2005 AUQ 901 2.97%
2002 Feb 473 -0.21% 2005 sep 917 1.78%
2002 Mar 514 8.67% 2005 Oct 933 1.74%
2002 Apr 542 5.45% 2005 Noy 965 3.43%
2002 May 536 -1.11% 2005 Dec 979 1.45%
2002 Jun 559 4.29% 2006 Jan 1031 5.31%
2002 Jul 527 -5.72% 2006 Feb 1042 1.07%
2002 AUQ 548 3.98% 2006 Mar 1044 0.19%
2002 Sep 558 1.82% 2006 Apr 1103 5.65%
2002 Oct 583 4.48% 2006 May 1261 14.32%
2002 Noy 590 1.20% 2006 Jun 1191 -5.55%
2002 Dec 598 1.36% 2006 Jul 1232 3.44%
2003 Jan 631 5.52% 2006 Aug 1235 0.24%
2003 Feb 684 8.40% 2006 Sep 1187 -3.89%
2003 Mar 678 -0.88% 2006 Oct 1087 -8.42%
2003 Apr 628 -7.37% 2006 Noy 1184 8.92%
2003 May 651 3.66% 2006 Dec 1125 -4.98%
2003 Jun 664 2.00% 2007 Jan 1149 2.13%
2003 JUI b~4 3.01% LUU/ t-eo ll~~ 3.39%

Source: Johnson Matthey Inc., 2007
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Appendix B - U.S. Dollar Term Deposit Interest Rate

Based on HSBC Bank of Canada, the U.S. dollar term deposits interest rate is range from

4.15% to 4.90% depends on the term length and deposit amount as stated in Table 21.

Table 21 U.S. Dollar Term Deposit Interest Rate Table

Term Length Maturity Interest

30 Days 4.15%

60 Days 4.30%

90 Days to I Year 4.35%

I Year ($5000 - $99,999) 4.70%

I Year ($100,000 - $999,999) 4.95%

Source: HSBC Bank ofCanada, 2007.
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Appendix C - Comparison of Monte Carol Simulation for NPV of
Different Platinum Leasing Period

The scenario for this study assumes that 500 troy oz of platinum is being leasing at the

platinum market price of U5$1, 190 per troy oz of platinum. With the 6-month lease rate of

3.35% APR and insurance premium rate of 0.5% of the platinum value, NPV of leasing period is

calculated based Company X will receive the platinum price and 15% margin on the platinum

value 6 months after Company X lease the platinum from catalyst supplier. The result from this

simulation concludes that the shorter the lease period, higher the chance for Company X to have

positive NPV for leasing platinum. If Company X repays the lease in 6 month, there is a

probability of at least 65% to have NPV of U5$6,975 or above.

Figure IS Monte Carol Simulation Result of Potential Platinum Price After 6 months
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Figure 16 Monte Carol Simulation Results· Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 6 months

NPV 6 Month
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Table 22 Monte Carol Simulation Results - Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 6 months

Percentiles:
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%
100%
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Forecast values
-227,139

-71,604
-49,261
-32,744
-20,582
-10,798

-1,652
6,975

15,112
22,006
29,282
36,159
43,432
50,757
58,528
66,958
76,469
86,054
98,952

116,860
220,853



If Company X repays the lease in I year, there is at least 60% probability for Company X

to have NPV of US$3,347 or above.

Figure 17 Monte Carol Simulation Result of Potential Platinum Price After 1 Year
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Figure 18 Monte Carol Simulation Results - Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 1 Year
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Table 23 Monte Carol Simulation Results - Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 1 Year

Percentiles:
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%
100%

Forecast values
-385,380
-129,308

-89,022
-64,418
-46,769
-32,108
-19,845

-8,371
3,344

14,579
25,398
34,454
44,117
53,278
64,435
75,806
88,432

102,221
118,845
143,014
244,832

If Company X repays the lease in 2 year, there is at least 55% probability for Company X

to have NPV of US$153 or above.

Figure 19 Monte Carol Simulation Result of Potential Platinum Price After 2 Years
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Figure 20 Monte Carol Simulation Results - Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 2 Years

NPV 2 Year
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Table 24 Monte Carol Simulation Results - Leasing 500 oz of Platinum for 2 Years

Percentiles:
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

35%
40%
45%

50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%

90%
95%
100%

81

Forecast values
-578,908
-207,654

-147,544
-113,837

-89,367
-68,164
-48,286
-30,435
-14,713

153
14,670
27,573
43,436

56,942
72,513

87,304
103,974

123,187
144,935
173,858
319,480



Appendix D - Fuel Cell Stacks Disassembling and Shipping Cost in
2007

Table 25 Company X's Dis-assemble Cost Summary for Different Products in 2007

Dis-assemble Cost
Product Descriptions (CDN)

Product 1 $168.20
Product 3 $126.15
Product 4 $504.60
Product 5 $336.40

Data Source: Company X's Supplier Chain, 2007.

Table 26 Reference Shipment Cost Summary for Different Products in 2007

Product Weights Shipping cost of a single unit to Company X
Product I Weight (kgs) From Germanv I From Japan I From US (Average)
Product 1 16 $384.10 $348.80 $80.00
Product 2 25 $422.98 $397.19 $96.00
Product 3 21 $405.70 $375.68 $88.00
Product 4 148 $970.95 $989.97 $406.59
Product 5 75 $537.33 $534.99 $206.22

Data Source: Company X's Supplier Chain, 2007.
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